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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

KINSHIP CARE PROVIDERS:
EXPLORING THE RELATIONSHIP OF CHILD TEMPERMENT, COMBINED
FACTORS OF PROVIDER’S RELATIONSHIP TO PRIMARY PARENT AND
REASON FOR PLACEMENT, AND INTENSITY OF PARENTING TASKS TO
PARENTING STRESS
In the United States some 2.3 million children, or 3.1 % of all children, live with
relatives or non-relatives in foster care or informal care situations outside the foster care
system (Radel et al., 2016). These types of placements are called kinship and result from a
variety of issues. Focusing on kinship care providers is important given that placement
with strangers is stressful and even traumatic for a child (Vandivere et al., 2012). Vandivere
et al. (2012) determined that children in kinship care, such as with grandparents, have better
outcomes than children in non-kinship foster care. However, providers experience a
number of stressors, such as, social isolation from peers, parenting challenges unique to
skip generation families, stress associated with parenting particularly for individuals who
have not parented for some time, and their own loss and grief with regard to the feeling
that they had failed as a parent. These stressors can impact the placement and the wellbeing of both the child and provider.
The aim of the study is to expand on the current understanding of factors that predict
parenting stress in kinship care providers. Using a model, grounded in Bronfenbrenner and
Morris’s (2006) Process-Person-Context-Time (PPCT) model, integrating Life Course
Perspective and Chaos, this study explored the relationship of child temperament,
combined factors of relationship of the provider to the primary parent and reason for
placement, and intensity of parenting tasks to parenting stress in kinship care providers.
Binary logistic regression analysis of 106 kinship care providers was conducted to
test several hypotheses: higher emotionality, activity, and shyness will predict greater
likelihood of total parenting stress and stress in the subscales; and higher levels of
sociability will predict less likelihood of stress in total parenting stress and for the three
subscales; relationship and reason will predict greater likelihood of stress in total parenting
stress and the three subscales; and the intensity of parenting tasks will predict greater
likelihood of stress in total parenting stress and the three subscales.
All models were significant and improved classification of cases. For temperament,
sociability was a predictor of total parenting stress; activity, although not in the
hypothesized direction, was a predictor of stress in the parental distress subscale; shyness
was a predictor of stress in the parent-child dysfunctional interaction subscale; and both
emotionality and shyness were predictors of stress in the difficult child subscale. For
relationship and reason, that variable was not a predictor of stress for total parenting stress
or nor any of the three subscales. Intensity of parenting tasks was a predictor for total
parenting stress and each of the three subscales. Open-ended question analysis identified
shared and unique categories of related to reason, concerns, and aspects of caring for the
kinship care child. The categories confirmed those found in the literature while identifying
a new area.

Limitations notwithstanding, findings indicate that child temperament and intensity
of parenting tasks are important factors to consider when working with kinship care
providers to better understand and address parenting stress.
KEYWORDS: Kinship Care Providers, Temperament, Parenting Stress, Parenting Daily
Hassles.
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Introduction

The need for out of home care for children is clear as evidenced by a 29.4%
increase in such placements since 2000 (Ellis & Simmons, 2014), resulting from diverse
factors such as incarceration, drug dependence, child maltreatment, or the death of parent
(Radel, et al., 2016). When the need for out of home care arises, family members often
turn to each other to provide that care. In cases of substantiated neglect or abuse,
children’s protective services workers seek out options for substitute care which can
include family members, persons known to a child who are not family, and foster care
homes (Bramlett et al., 2017; Child Welfare Information Gateway [CWIG], 2018). The
Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-272) set the tone for how
the child welfare system should respond to the needs of children given the focus on least
restrictive environment, interpreted as a preference for relatives, when placing a child out
of the home (Child Welfare League of America [CWLA], 1994). In addition, in order for
states to receive funding through Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, states must give
preference to an adult relative over a nonrelative as long as the relative meets the
requirement for placement (CWIG, 2018). The focus on kinship care is even more
important given that placement with strangers is stressful and even traumatic for a child
(Vandivere et al., 2012; Woodbrigde et al., 2016). Woodbridge et al. (2016), in their
study that screened for trauma in early adolescents, found that being separated from their
parent(s) was most often associated with traumatic stress. Even though children in
kinship foster care show improvement in their behavior and mental health (Wu et al.,
1

2015), they are less likely to receive services and less likely to be adopted when
compared to children in non-kin foster care (Winokur, et al., 2009). Thus, for children in
need of care, it is equally important to preference kinship placements and improve
services for those placements.

1.2

Defining Kinship
Families caring for a relative or known child(ren) are referred to as kinship care

and defined as “the full-time protecting and nurturing of children by grandparents, aunts,
uncles, godparents, older siblings, non-related extended family members, and anyone to
whom children and parents ascribe a family relationship”(CWLA, 2020, para, 1).
According to CWIG (2016), there are three types of kinship care arrangements: informal,
voluntary, and formal. Care can be provided by a grandparent, aunt, uncle, other family
member, or a person known to the child such as a neighbor or family friend. An informal
arrangement refers to parents making arrangements for the care of their children that does
not involve children’s protective services or the courts and legal custody remains with the
parent. A voluntary kinship care arrangement refers to a situation in which a child is
being cared for by someone other than their parents and children’s protective services are
involved but the parent retains custody. Last, a formal kinship arrangement refers to a
situation in which a child is placed in the legal custody of the state by a judge, and placed
in the care of a kinship provider. In some cases children’s protective services will serve
as the legal guardian of the child, while in others the provider will have custody.
The literature uses different terms to describe this family type; such as, kinship
care and nonparental care, as well as, terms based on the relationship such as,
grandparents raising grandchildren and custodial grandparents. The common attribute of
2

all these terms is that the caregiver is a person known to the child providing care in the
absence of a parent as opposed to stranger foster care. Kinship care provider (KCP) will
be the term used throughout this study and is defined as a person providing primary care
of a relative or known child in the absence of the parent whether the arrangement is
formal or informal.

1.3

Demographics: Children and Providers
According to Vandivere et al. (2012), over half of the children living in homes

without their parents, referred to as nonparental care, are living with their grandparents,
and the remaining live with other relatives and non-relatives. In terms of a general profile
of the children in non-parental care, with regard to race, non-Hispanic black children are
overrepresented making up 35.1% of the children, non-Hispanic White children are
underrepresented at 36.4%, with the balance being 18.7% identified as Hispanic, and
9.9% as Non-Hispanic other (Radel et al., 2016). With regard to the age of the children,
the largest age group (43.2%) of all children in nonparental care were ages 13-17, 23.5%
were 9-12 years of age, and 33.35% were 1-8 years of age (Radel et al., 2016). Radel and
colleagues (2016) also examined children’s placement one to two years after initial
placement and found that the majority were still in care and 77.5% were living with the
same nonparental caregiver.
With regard to the caregivers, in the area of socioeconomic status, 36.5% of
households are classified as poor, with another 30.8% low income, and the remaining
32.8% being households with incomes more than 200% of the poverty line (Radel et al.,
2016). Half of the households outside the child welfare system and a third of foster care
providers are receiving some type of financial support (Radel et al., 2016). The majority
3

of the caregivers (62.2%) were over 55 with the average being 57 years of age (Radel et
al., 2016). The average age for a caregiver who was neither a foster parent nor
grandparent was significantly younger at 47.5 years (Radel et al., 2016). Finally, with
regard to marital status, Radel et al. (2016) report that 44.3% of the children in
nonparental care had married caregivers.

1.4

Impact of Out of Home Care on Children
Children who do not live with their parents tend to fare worse in education,

health, and other measures of well-being (Vandivere et al., 2012). Vandivere et al. (2012)
also determined that children in kinship care, such as with grandparents, have better
outcomes than children in non-kinship foster care. In a study that looked at the behavioral
and emotional problems of the children in care, a quarter were reported by their
grandmothers to be in the abnormal range of emotional and conduct problems,
hyperactivity and peer problems (Doley, et al., 2015). Similarly, Kelley et al. (2011)
found that in a sample of 230 children ages 2 to 16, one third were in the clinically
elevated range for total behavior problems. Internalizing behavior problems of children in
the care of their grandparents was found to be a predictor of psychological distress
(Kelley et al., 2013). In contrast, Harnett et al. (2014) found that the children in foster
care were reported as having more behavioral problems compared with children in the
care of their grandparents. Even with high rates of emotional and behavioral problems,
Xu and Bright (2018), in their systematic review of the literature, determined that
children in kinship care showed better mental health outcomes than those in non-kinship
care. Yet, the children in the grandparent homes had received less therapy than the
children in foster care (Harnett et al., 2014). Winokur et al. (2009) meta-analysis of 62
4

studies found that children in kinship care had lower levels of internalizing and
externalizing behaviors and more adaptive behaviors than children in foster care. Using
the data from Vandivere et al,, (2012), Bramlett and Radel (2014) found,
children in nonparental care were 2.7 times as likely as children living with two
biological parents to have had at least one adverse experience…and 30 times
more likely as children living with two biological parents to have had four or
more adverse experiences. (p.1)
These adverse experiences included divorce, death, incarceration, whether the child had
lived with anyone who was suicidal, had a drug or alcohol problem, and/or experienced
violence in their community. In terms of the timing of the experiences, they could have
occurred throughout a child’s life or been the contributing factor to the need for
placement. Regardless of timing, these adverse experiences have the potential to place the
children at risk for poor well-being. What the report failed to address however is the
impact of these adverse experiences on the caregivers who may be directly impacted by
these adverse experiences while also providing care.

1.5

Stressors and Needs of Kinship Care Providers
Hayslip et al. (2017) conducted a review of the literature targeting the last 10

years to identify what we know about grandparents raising grandchild families, the most
common type of kinship family. With regard to the stressors, the authors identified social
isolation from peers; parenting challenges unique to skip generation families (families in
which the child’s parent(s) is not present); stress associated with parenting, particularly
for individuals who have not parented for some time; and their own loss and grief with
regard to the feeling that they had failed as a parent. Hayslip et al. (2017), underscored
5

the notion that parenting a grandchild was a foundational challenge given that many
grandparents have not parented for some time prior to needing to parent their grandchild.
In addition to being out of practice, grandparents may also have outdated ideas of
parenting and child development and lack an understanding of the issues their
grandchild(ren) are facing, both of which may be relevant in the parenting stress they
experienced (Hayslip et al., 2017). Interventions which target parenting stress are
important to the overall well-being of the grandparent, as research indicated that
parenting stress and ineffective parenting were found to be associated with distress and
reduced physical health (Baker, 2008; Sprang et al., 2015).
Harnett et al. (2014) found that grandparent care providers had higher stress than
foster care providers and this stress was attributed to child behavioral problems, difficulty
in the child’s relationships, and the number of daily hassles experienced by the caregiver.
This finding supported previous findings by Musil et al. (2010) that grandparents with
caregiving responsibilities experienced more stress than those who do not have
caregiving responsibilities. Harnett et al. (2014) concluded that the differences in stress
between grandparent and foster care providers may be due to the circumstances that led
to the need for care: especially, if the need was the result of their child’s, or grandchild’s
parent’s, actions. The authors encouraged social workers to provide treatment services to
grandparents given that, “around a fifth (17%) of the grandcarers exceeded the clinical
cut-off of the Parent Stress Index (PSI) Parent domain” (Harnett et al., 2014, p. 419).
Even though these levels indicated a need for treatment, Harnett et al. (2014) found that
the grandcarers in the study were less likely to have had any help with managing the
children in their care. This finding was consistent with Cuddeback’s (2004) earlier

6

conclusion, from a review of the literature, that kinship caregivers received less training,
services, and support than foster care providers. Support for these caregivers was
indicated given that 39% of grandparent’s raising their grandchildren in the United States
have done so for five or more years (Ellis & Simmons, 2014); thus, caregiving is not a
short-term arrangement. With regard to identifying kinship care provider needs, Miller
and Donohue-Dioh (2017) compared two types of kinship families, formal and informal,
and found that the ranking of the needs varied by the type of kinship family. For instance,
informal kinship care providers ranked financial needs higher than formal care providers.
The authors encouraged researchers to consider the unique needs of kinship care
providers based on placement type. Lee et al. (2016a) found that needs were strongly
associated with parenting distress, one of the subscales of the Parent Stress Index (PSI)
that measures stress related to the ability to implement one’s role as a caregiver. These
findings support the previously found link between parenting stress and lack of resources
in a sample of biological mothers (Ostberg & Hagekull, 2000). Lee et al. (2016b)
encouraged social work practitioners assessing the needs of kinship providers to also
attend to the likelihood that kinship care providers who are in need of resources may also
have high levels of parenting stress. Thus, increasing understanding of the factors that
contribute to parenting stress is indicated in order to better address all needs of kinship
families.

1.6

Parenting Stress in Kinship Providers
In a study that looked specifically at parenting stress of grandparents and other

informal kin, Lee et al. (2016b) found that grandparents had higher levels of parenting
stress than other kin care providers. Qualitative findings indicated that one of the
7

contributors to this stress was concern over the child’s behavioral issues and emotional
problems (Lee et al., 2016b). Providers, other than grandparents, also shared concerns
about the behaviors of the child in their care (Lee et al., 2016). During the focus group,
conducted by Lee et al. (2016b), one respondent expressed her concern over her niece’s
behavior problems
and was contemplating the hard decision of discontinuing her role as a kinship
caregiver. Having a young child of her own, she had to make the tough decision
between what was best for her own young family and the continued support of her
niece. (p. 35)
Albeit one kinship family’s experience, this comment underscored the importance of
providing support. Supporting kinship families is warranted in order to preserve kinship
placements, particularly in light of research that indicated children in kinship care
showed improvement in their behavior whereas children in foster care were at greater risk
of worsening behavior (Barth at al., 2007; Rubin et al., 2008). Thus, preventing children
from moving from kinship to foster care is an important goal and may be best met by
improving servicers to both the kinship care provider and child.

1.7

Aim of Study
The aim of the study, grounded in the Process-Person-Context-Time (PPCT)

model (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2006, p. 798) integrating Life Course Perspective and
Complexity theory, is to expand the current understanding of factors that predict
parenting stress in kinship care providers. The areas of focus for this study are child
temperament, the combined factors of provider’s relationship to the primary parenting
and reason for placement, and the intensity of daily parenting tasks. Crnic et al. (2005)
8

established that chronic stress, present early in development, could be detrimental to the
well-being of parents, children, and the parent–child relationships. Thus, consideration of
the impact that child characteristics may have on parenting stress is important. Kiff, et al.
(2011) found that a child’s temperament increased vulnerability to negative parenting,
supporting the concept of differential responding. In addition, Kiff et al. (2011)
determined that temperament alone increased vulnerability to later problems regardless of
parenting. Significant associations and unique contributions of child temperament
measured in varying ways to parenting stress have been found (Moe et al., 2018; Smith et
al., 2015; Ostberg & Hagekull, 2000; Siqveland et al., 2013). Yet, this relationship has
not been explored in kinship families.
In addition to child temperament traits, the combined impact of two other and
somewhat related factors are explored as predictors of parenting stress: namely, the
relationship of the kinship care provider to child’s primary parent and the event that
surrounded the placement with specific focus on parents of the child’s primary parent
who indicated that drug and alcohol was a reason the child came into care. Harnett et al.
(2014) cited both as possible explanations for the difference found in the parenting stress
between foster carers and grandparent carers, but neither were tested in their study.
Similarly, Kelley et al (2013) identified the reason for placement as a possible factor yet
did not include that factor in their analysis of psychological distress. Lee et al., (2016b)
included the reason for placement as one of the variables in their mixed methods study on
parenting stress in grandparents and other kin and determined that there were no
significant differences in the reasons between the two groups.
Finally, a focus on the intensity of daily parenting tasks as measured via the
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parenting daily hassles (PDH) inventory (Crnic & Greenberg, 1990) is explored to
expand on what is currently known with regard to the relationship between daily
parenting hassles and parenting stress. Harnett et al (2014) found that the frequency of
daily hassles was a predictor of higher stress in the grandparents, but their study did not
include the intensity of the daily hassles. The frequency and intensity of daily parenting
hassles has been theorized to be a meaningful and relevant way to understand parenting
stress (Crnic & Booth, 1991) in that it captures how a caregiver is experiencing the dayto-day activities related to parenting. Determining if this relationship exists in the current
study is important in identifying predictors of parenting stress given the findings by Crnic
et al. (2005), in their longitudinal study of parenting stress in parents of preschoolers, that
there was stability in the measure of parenting hassles over time. This suggests that how a
parent rates their parenting hassles as stressful or not remained the same over time which
can impact both parent and child(ren) well-being.

1.8

Implications for Social Work
This study expands the current understanding of factors that impact parenting

stress in kinship care providers which can increase intervention options with the goal of
better recognizing and managing stress. Parenting stress was found to impact parenting
capacity, via an association with depression, which resulted in inconsistent parenting
(Rodgers-Farmer, 1999) and parenting beliefs and importance of parenting behaviors
(Respler-Herman et al., 2012). With regard to parenting beliefs and the importance of
parenting behaviors, a significant directional relationship was found with lower parenting
stress being related to more positive parenting beliefs about the importance of parenting
behaviors and higher parenting stress being related to less positive parenting beliefs
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regarding the importance of parenting behaviors within a married population (ResplerHerman et al, 2012). Parenting stress has also been found to be a significant predictor of a
parent’s health rating of their child, with an increase in parenting stress increasing the
likelihood of the child being rated in worse health as compared to those with excellent
health rating (Larkin & Otis, 2018). Better understanding the factors that may be
predictors of parenting stress ensures better support and services for kinship care
providers and better outcomes for children in their care. For instance, with regard to child
temperament and the impact it may have on parenting stress, this particular variable is
important given that research indicates that how a parent responds to their child and how
a child responds to parenting is impacted by the child’s temperament (Slagt et al., (2016).
Referred to as the differential susceptibility model, Slagt et al. (2016), used meta-analysis
to examine if children’s sensitivity to parenting varied by temperament and found that
children with a difficult temperament as compared to an easy temperament child, were
more vulnerable to negative parenting: yet, in turn, may profit more from positive
parenting. Furthermore, better understanding the relationship between the combined
factors of the provider’s relationship to the primary parent and reason for placement to
parenting stress, with specific focus on parents and drug and alcohol as the reason, may
also better prepare kinship care providers as they move into the role of the caregiver.
Finally, increasing the understanding of the intensity of the day-to-day hassles in the
context of parenting tasks and its relationship to parenting stress may result in more
targeted services and supports designed to alleviate such hassles.
For children and families already vulnerable to stress, the present study has
potential to support social workers, particularly those working in child welfare, to better
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prepare kinship care providers to understand those potential factors that may be
predictors of parenting stress. In addition, the findings can assist in developing targeted
approaches to parent education to reduce the possible negative effects of parenting stress
on both the provider’s and children’s development. Identifying additional predictors of
parenting stress is the first step to expanding services to kinship families. Expanded
services could include educating providers about those factors found to be predictors of
parenting stress. With regard to child temperament, there is the potential to tailor kinship
provider education training and behavioral interventions to the unique temperament of a
child in order to improve children’s behaviors. This type of intervention may result in
reducing the parenting stress of a care provider and perhaps preserve a kinship family.

1.9

Chapter and Dissertation Overview
Chapter One has provided a context for the study, a definition of kinship care

providers, an overview of demographics and needs with specific focus on parenting
stress, variables of interest, and implications for social work. Chapter Two will provide a
comprehensive review of the literature which includes not only current findings with
regard to parenting stress in kinship care providers but also theoretical contributions to
our understanding of kinship families. In addition, models and theoretical frameworks
used in the current research are also presented. This literature lays the foundation for the
focus of the dissertation in four key areas and their relationship to parenting stress: child
temperament, relationship of kinship care provider to primary parent, reason for
placement, and intensity of parenting hassles.
In Chapter Three the details of the methodology of the study will be presented,
focusing on type of study, participants, data collection, and each variable of interest and
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how it was measured. In addition, the plan for the data analysis is also presented.
Chapter Four presents the findings of the data analysis which includes descriptive
data on the sample and findings from the logistic regressions perform to test the
hypotheses. In addition to a description of the findings, key tables are presented.
The last chapter, Chapter Five provides a discussion of the results, implications
for social work practice and in particular child welfare services, limitations of the study,
and future research needed to best serve kinship care providers.
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2

2.1

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS
AND MODELS
Purpose of Chapter

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the literature with regard
to kinship families and parenting stress. In addition to the review of the literature, the
chapter will provide an overview of the theoretical frameworks used to understand
parenting stress in kinship families. A model will be presented that contributes to the
grounding of this study. Finally, the study hypotheses and conceptual model is presented
in a manner that integrates the literature and theory discussed.
The number of kinship families, relatives or persons known to a child who assume
the caretaking and parenting role in the absence of the parent whether in a formal or
informal capacity (CWLA, 1994), has grown over the last several decades representing a
shift in the approach of child welfare systems (Connolly et al., 2017; Cuddeback, 2004).
Yet, child welfare systems, with expertise in administering and providing services to
traditional stranger foster care parents, may not have adequately addressed the unique
challenges of kinship families (Connolly et al., 2017). Cuddeback (2004) conducted a
review of the literature and determined that grandparent kinship families received less
services and fewer resources than non-kinship families. This finding was even more
concerning given the number of informal kinship families that were caring for kin outside
the formal child welfare system via arrangements made voluntarily through child welfare
services or privately with birth families (Lee et al., 2017). Research indicated that how
informal kinship families prioritize their needs varied from formal kinship care providers
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(Miller & Donohue-Dioh, 2017). Arguing against a one-size fits all approach to serving
kinship families, Connolly et al. (2017), outlined several differences between traditional
foster care and kinship care. One major difference was that most children in kinship
placements knew their care provider prior to their having assumed this role. In addition,
in the case of grandparents raising grandchildren, it may be the grandparent’s own child
(the grandchild’s parent) who was unable to fulfill their role as parent necessitating
placement. This factor can present unique stress to the kinship care provider now caring
for their grandchild. With regard to the complicated family relationship dynamics that
grandparents raising their grandchildren must navigate, Weber and Waldrop (2000)
identified three themes: blended grandparent-parent roles, parent-child relationship, and
collateral family relationships. Other stressors included concern over child welfare
involvement and scrutiny of parenting practices (Connolly et al., 2017), conflicts with
birth parents (Breman, 2014; Bundy-Faioli, 2013), financial concerns (Breman, 2014;
Miller & Donohue-Dioh, 2017), and poor physical health (Musil et al., 2010). Connolly
et al. (2017) developed a framework for kinship practice grounded in life course theory,
“reminding us of normative life course changes and the challenges that kinship carers can
face when caring for a child” (p. 93). The practice framework focuses on four domain
areas, focusing on supporting relationships, being culturally responsive to the family,
integrating a systems focus, and most salient for the current study, being child-centered
(Connolly et al., 2017).

2.2

The Life Course Perspective
Using life course theory, Connolly et al. (2017) focused primarily on discrete

phases of development encouraging service providers to consider how one’s phase of
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development may affect their experience as a kinship care provider. This focus reflects
Elder et al., (2003) view of the life course “as consisting of age-graded patterns that are
embedded in social institutions and history” (p. 4). There are additional concepts and
themes from the Life Course Perspective (LCP) (Elder, 1998; Elder et al., 2003) that
ground this study and inform the complex issue of parenting stress in kinship care
providers.
2.2.1

Principles and Concept of the Life Course Perspective

There are several key concepts of the life course perspective. Most notable is that
it is considered a paradigm, and, “…is best viewed as a theoretical orientation that guides
research on human lives within context…and provides a framework for studying
phenomena at the nexus of social pathways, developmental trajectories, and social
change” (Elder et al., 2003, p.10). Elder et al. (2003) laid out five general principles
important to the study of people and phenomena; three of which inform the study.
First, and most relevant, is the principle, “Linked Lives: Lives are lived
interdependently and socio-historical influences are expressed through this network of
shared relationship” (Elder et al., 2003, p. 13). This principle is best understood in light
of the current opioid epidemic and unprecedented number of children going into care
because of this crisis (Generations United, 2016). Radel et al. (2018) found that foster
care entry increased by 4 percent with a 10 percent increase in the overdose rate.
Overdose, incarceration, or death resulting from drug addition, are “turning points” or
dramatic changes in the life course (Elder, 1998) which impact an entire family.
Bachman and Chase-Lansdale (2005) found a variety of crises that created “turning
points” and led to the need for care; such as, maternal death, drug/alcohol addiction,
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disability, child abuse or neglect, dependency and incarceration. These life events affect
the entire family, and especially grandparents who often feel a sense of responsibility to
care for their grandchildren; hence, the focus on interdependence. When a parent can no
longer care for their child and a kinship provider steps in, “transitions in one person’s life
often entail transitions for other people as well” (Bachman & Chase-Lansdale, 2005, p.
13). Transition, or a change in role status (Elder, 1998), is important particularly for older
kinship providers who may be done parenting. Being thrust back into the role of parent
and the resulting change in role from grandparent to parent can be very challenging. Even
more challenging is managing the grandparent-parent roles (Weber & Waldrop, 2000)
which can be reciprocal and co-occurring. Often the decision to care results in permanent
caregiving, which changes the trajectory of the kinship care family.
Challenges and stressors for kinship care providers are not limited to grandparents
raising grandchildren. As Lee et al. (2016b) illuminated in their study, it was an aunt,
currently parenting her own children, who identified the stresses and challenges inherent
in caring for her niece to the point of questioning if she was able to continue to do so. The
decision to care for kin reflects the “Principle of Agency: Individuals construct their own
life course through the choices and actions they take within the opportunities and
constraints of history and social circumstance” (Elder et al., 2003, p. 11) and is the
second principle to inform the proposed study. As Elder et al. (2003) stated, “Children,
adolescents, and adults are not passively acted upon by social influence and structural
constraints. Instead, they make choices and compromises based on the alternatives that
they perceive before them” (p. 11). Many kinship care providers would not see the
decision to care for their kin as making a choice, per se, as most feel they have no choice
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and need to prevent their kin from going into stranger foster care (Bell, 2005). The
decision of a grandparent to take on primary care of their grandchild often comes with the
distress of knowing that their own child was unable to care for their child, where foster
care providers do not have this added stressor (Harnett et al. 2014).
The third principle that informs the proposed study is the, “Principle of Timing:
The developmental antecedents and consequences of life transitions, events, and
behavioral patterns vary according to their timing in a person’s life” (Elder, et al, 2003,
p.12). The decision to parent a grandchild, based on a life event, creates a transition in the
role from grandparent to parent. Timing presents two areas of consideration for kinship
care providers. First, parenting is occurring at a point in the life span when, in the case of
a grandparent, they should be enjoying retirement or the fruits of their labor from
parenting earlier in their lives (Collins, 2011). Yet, this is not the case; and, thus, this
transition is often challenging and more stressful. Reflecting Elder et al. (2015)
conclusion that, “different points in life represent sensitive periods during which life
events and transitions affect age-specific vulnerabilities” (p. 30). Second, the timing of
the circumstances that are necessitating care are often unexpected, seeming to coming out
of nowhere and require a transition to the role of caregiver. Considering transitions in
caregiving, Musil et al. (2010) studied three types of grandparent caregiving, raising a
grandchild, living in a multigenerational home, or not caregiving, and found that
grandmothers raising grandchildren reported the most stress. Collins (2011) also found
that increasing the level of caregiving for the grandchild was associated with worse
health and increased stress. Studies that looked at within group difference found that
younger grandmothers as compared to older showed greater risks (Bachman & Chase-
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Landal, 2005). Similarly, Conway et al. (2011) found that within African-American
grandparents raising their grandchildren the older grandparents fared better relative to the
younger. The authors concluded that the “chronological age of the caregivers need not
automatically exclude them from caregiving” (Conway et al., 2011, p. 124). This finding
may be explained by the LCP concept of “cohort” (Elder, 1998). Cohort refers to when a
person has been born and lived and how the historical events that he/she has experienced
shapes their development in ways that are unique to their time of birth. For older
grandparents, the social and cultural norms during their lives emphasizing caregiving as a
primary role, especially for women, may serve as a protective factor. Conway et al.
(2011) findings may also be attributed to cultural differences that undergird how AfricanAmerican grandmothers conceptualize and manage parenting. Last, the concept of “on
time and off time” (Elder, 1998) is instructive in that the timing of becoming a
grandparent when younger and having to parent while also working or raising children
may be more stressful than for an older grandparent who became a grandparent later in
life and is retired and not currently parenting children. Timing also explains the stress
associated, in general, with parenting after one has transitioned into the role of
grandparent. The term grandparent although most associated with older adults is not age
specific, but relational. Thus, considering the age of the grandparent and not just the
relational status is key to understanding the differences found within grandmothers
parenting for a second time.
2.2.2

Human Agency

Agency, is a concept not only in Elder’s (1998) LCP but foundational to
Bandura’s (2006) theory of human development. Bandura (2006) stated “To be an agent
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is to influence intentionally one’s functioning and life circumstances” (p. 164). There are
four core properties that are useful in understanding agency in kinship families;
intentionality, forethought, self-reactiveness, and self-reflectiveness (Bandura, 2006).
Intentionality and forethought relate to a kinship provider making the decision to provide
care given the ability to see a future for their kin that they did not want; namely, having
their kin in a stranger foster care setting. With regard to self-reactiveness and selfreflectiveness, after making a choice, individuals must adapt and reflect on their personal
efficacy, how they are responding to their choice, and make necessary adjustments. The
ability to engage in self-reflection about one’s thoughts and actions “is the most distinctly
human core property of agency” (Bandura, 2006, p. 165). Raphael et al., (2009) included
a measure of self-efficacy specifically asking how well the parent felt they were coping
with the daily demands of parenting and found parents who indicated that they were not
coping very well or at all reported higher parenting stress. It is interesting to note that in a
qualitative study of 35 Black aunts, who were caring for their nieces, one of the strongly
rooted themes found was that providers did not consider that they had made a conscious
choice and in fact felt they had no other choice but to care for their niece (Davis-Sowers,
2012).

2.3

The Life Course Perspective and Parenting Stress in Kinship Families
The LCP provides a sound theoretical approach to the study of parenting stress in

kinship families in that it grounds the understanding of change for both child and
caregiver in important ways. First, the multiple, overlapping and intersecting family
trajectories of parent, child, and kinship caregiver require attention to the specific
circumstances of the need for care and whether the need was abrupt or planned, or,
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drastic or common place; the life experiences and skills one brings to the change; and the
timing of when and how the change positions itself within the life course and in relation
to other life events (Elder & Rockwell, 1979). The life course of both kinship care
provider and child lay the foundation for understanding the unique factors that can
influence the dyadic interactions of caregiver and child and impact parenting stress.

2.4

Ecological Systems Theory
Ecological systems theory (Germaine, 1978, 1981, 1991) grounded in Ecology

and General Systems Theory informs the understanding of kinship families in that it
views the family as a network of subsystems, which are impacted by one another and
affect the whole. The person: environment construct conceptualized by Germaine (1991)
speaks to the inseparable nature of the relationship between a person and their
environment as expressed via the colon versus the hyphen. The addition of the colon
suggests that you cannot think about one without the other. According to Germain
(1978), “People and their environments are viewed as interdependent, complementary
parts of a whole in which person and environment are constantly changing and shaping
the other” (p. 539). Germaine (1978) stated, “In the case of human beings, the adaptive
processes are not solely biological but are also psychological, social, and cultural” (p.
539). Using the analogy of nested Chinese boxes, Germaine (1978) considered living
systems to be hierarchical from smallest to largest. In addition to the subsystems that
make up the whole, there are varying levels that also impact the family system as a whole
as well as the subsystems. Germaine’s (1981) contention that the focus of the ecological
perspective is a natural reciprocal process of adaption, stress, and coping, between the
person and their environment is useful in exploring parenting stress.
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Bronfenbrenner (1979) similarly conceptualized human development as taking
place within multiple levels each with its own context. The levels include micro
(individual, family, and peers), meso (networks of these personal settings), exo (larger
institutions), and macro (culture), all within a larger chronosystem of time. Each are seen
“as series of reciprocal, mutually influential layers to understand individual experiences
and development” (Connolly & Harms, 2012, p. 54). The ecological perspective in
conjunction with general systems theory, views
the relations between organisms and their environments. It also seeks to
understand adaptive processes by which organism and environment strive to
achieve a goodness-of-fit over evolutionary time in the case of the species and
over the developmental life span in the case of the individual. (Germain, 1979, p.
539)
At the core of parenting stress is the interaction between a parent and child defined earlier
as a process. Thus, consideration of Ego Psychology is useful to better understand
kinship care providers and how they uniquely respond to parenting.
2.4.1

Ego Psychology and Ecological Systems Theory

Germaine (1979) provided an overview of the ecological perspective and ego
psychology explaining how Erikson’s theory parallels a system’s theory idea of
equilibrium and ecological theory’s idea of adaptive balance and goodness-of-fit. The age
specific tasks that must be mastered by a person are influenced by a person’s genetic
makeup, what they bring from earlier stages, and opportunities and constraints from the
environment. Bachman and Chase-Lansdale (2005) used Erikson’s theory of generativity
to help explain their finding that, compared to biological mothers, custodial grandmothers
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reported significantly more health problems but less psychological distress. Lower levels
of psychological distress may be related to their phase of development and specifically
the generative aspects of caring for their grandchild (Bachman, & Chase-Lansdale, 2005).
The ego mastery of generativity versus ego isolation for older kinship care providers
demonstrates the unique psychosocial challenges of parenting in older adulthood and how
ego strength can serve as a protective factor.

2.5

The Bioecological Model and Parenting Stress in Kinship Families
Hayslip et al. (2017) identified Bronfenbrenner and Morris’s (2006) Bioecological

Model of Human Development as a grounding theory useful in conceptualizing
grandfamilies as it considered the proximal and distal interactions between grandparents,
their grandchildren, and their environments. As Hayslip et al. (2017) stated,
“Undergirding a process perspective is the fact that custodial grandparents and
grandchildren do not exist in a vacuum” (p. 4). While some attention has been given to a
process-focused approach that considers the interactions between grandparents and their
adult children, grandchildren, other family members, and service providers, more work is
needed in this area (Hayslip et. al., 2017).
There are two contributions from the bioecological model (Bronfenbrenner &
Morris, 2006) that inform this study. The first is the consideration that “dispositions can
set proximal processes in motion in a particular developmental domain and continue to
sustain their operation” (p. 795). The second considers features of the environment that
can interfere with proximal processes such as, “the growing hecticness, instability, and
chaos in the principle settings in which human competence and character are shaped-in
family, child-care arrangements, schools, peer groups, and neighborhoods” (p. 795).
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Although not mentioned, kinship families could be included in this list. Bronfenbrenner
and Morris (2006) identify “Process” and specifically “proximal processes” which
“encompasses particular forms of interaction between organisms and environment” (p.
795) as “the primary engines of development” (p. 798). They outlined a clear difference
between environment and process with process having a central position in the first
proposition of the model. They stated, “human development takes place through
processes of progressively more complex reciprocal interaction between an active,
evolving biopsychological human organism and the persons, objects, and symbols in its
immediate external environment” (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2006, p. 797). With regard
to proximal processes, Bronfenbrenner and Morris (2006) stated,
The form, power, content, and direction of the proximal processes effecting
development vary systematically as a joint function of the characteristics of the
developing person; the environment-both immediate and more remote- in which
the processes are taking place, the nature of the developmental outcomes under
consideration; and the social continuities and changes occurring over time through
the life course and the historical period during which the person has lived.
(p. 798)
These propositions contribute to an understanding of parenting in a kinship family by
focusing attention to the varied nature of interaction between a caregiver and child as
well as the role that the immediate and remote environment will have on both the
caregiver and child. Finally, Bronfenbrenner and Morris (2006) considered the dimension
of time at micro, meso, and macro levels to be critical to understanding development and
added this dimension to the bioecological model. These concepts come together in the
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“Process-Person-Context-Time (PPCT) model” (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2006, p.
798), a research design that allows for simultaneous exploration of the four properties of
the bioecological model (p. 798).

2.6

Chaos and Complexity Theory
Systems theory with its focus on open and closed boundaries and homeostasis,

has evolved to include complex systems theory grounded in notions of chaos and
complexity theories (Connolly & Harms, 2012). Chaos theory focuses on the assumption
that change is not linear. To understand change, Hudson (2000) explained chaos theory
using the adage of the straw that broke the camel’s back as opposed to viewing change as
having a linear cause and effect structure. Meaning, it may not be clear what and how a
stressor or factor significantly impacts a person. For instance, the “straw”, so to speak,
could be a major life event or a minor inconvenience. Thus, exemplifying the complex
nature of persons and how persons respond to their environment. Hudson (2000) stated
that complex systems theory, grounded in chaos theory, should be used to compliment
and build on general systems theory as opposed to replacing it. “To the extent that
practitioners are able to adopt such an integrative view, they will be able to understand
the interaction of linear and nonlinear, recursive (one-way) and nonrecursive (two-way)
feedback relationships, as well as periodic and chaotic processes which together define
most psychological processes” (Hudson, 2000, p. 227). A key concept from chaos theory
that informs an understanding of kinship families is “sensitivity to initial conditions” also
referred to as the “butterfly effect” (Hudson, 2000, p. 227). In families, this can translate
to small events having major consequences. The conditions under which kinship families
are formed vary and within these varying contexts differing factors, even seemingly
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minor hassles, can result in parenting stress.
Warren-Adamson and Stroud (2015) conceptualized kinship care as a complex
system applying concepts from complexity theory and chaos theory to better understand
the challenges of practice with kinship families with specific focus on the developmental
system of the kinship family. They stated, “…there is the evolving, life cycle needs of
families and children alongside changes and re-alignments in family relationships and
strategies in response to the practitioner’s intervention” (Warren-Adamson & Stroud,
2015, p. 410). Warren-Adamson and Stroud (2015) concluded that the needs of kinship
caregivers may be greater than for stranger caregivers.
The Life Course Perspective, (Elder, 1998), Bronfenbrenner and Morris’ (2006)
bioecological model, and Germain’s (1979) ecological systems theory, have shared
constructs; such as, interdependence, reciprocity, and multilevel systems, that are useful
in understanding kinship families. For instance, a disruption in one system, the child’s
primary family, creates a new system, the kinship family, and situates that kinship family
within overlapping and interacting subsystems and family trajectories. Complex systems
theory grounded in chaos theory adds to a deeper understanding of how systems are
impacted by their subsystems and includes a focus on nonlinear aspects of change as well
as randomness. These two concepts contribute to the understanding that systems are
dynamic versus static, and not accurately conceptualized via the analogy of the nested
Chinese boxes.
The combination of ecological systems theory and complex systems theory
grounded in chaos theory supports the view of kinship families as complex
interdependent systems which are evolving and being shaped by the collision of systems.
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This collision results in a new complex system of multiple, interconnected overlapping
systems and subsystems all situated within a unique environmental context which is also
evolving. As Germaine (1979) described, “when inputs or stimuli are insufficient,
excessive, or missing altogether, an upset occurs in the adaptive balance which is
conceptualized as stress: the usual “fit” between person and environment has broken
down” (p. 542). Germaine (1979) went on to describe stress as “a transactional concept,
including both person and environment” (p. 542). In addition, change and adaptation in
kinship families may not be linear and, in fact, how the new family system responds to
the demands of parenting may best be understood in nonlinear terms. Parenting stress
may be the result of small or random occurrences reflecting the adage of the straw that
broke the camel’s back. Hence the focus on parenting daily hassles and specifically those
tasks that represent parenting tasks. The challenge in supporting kinship families and
providing services may be in identifying the straw(s).

2.7

Parenting in Kinship Families
Belsky’s (1984) process model for understanding the determinants of parenting

“presumes that parenting is directly influenced by forces emanating from within the
individual parent (personality), within the individual child (child characteristics of
individuality), and from the broader social context in which the parent-child relationship
is embedded” (p. 84), is grounded in ecological systems theory, and gives a nod to Ego
Psychology. Attending to parenting and particularly parenting stress is foundational to
understanding kinship families’ functioning and impacts the caregiver, child, and other
members of the family in significant ways.
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2.8

Parenting Stress
Abidin’s (2012) theoretical model of dysfunctional parenting posited that the

“total stress a parent experiences is a function of certain salient child characteristics,
parent characteristics, and situational variables that are directly related to the role of
being a parent” (p. 37). Similarly, Deater-Deckard (1998) concluded that parenting stress
although grounded in Lazarus’s (1993) general theory of psychological stress is a
separate and distinct domain of stress. The author goes on to define parenting stress as
“the aversive psychological reaction to the demands of being a parent” (Deater-Deckard,
1998, p. 315). Even more important is the determination that parenting stress is a
complex process involving the tasks of parenting and parent and child factors, separate
and in relation to each other (Deater-Deckard, 1998).
Ostberg and Hagekull (2000) used structural equation modeling to examine a
multidimensional model of predictors of parenting stress in biological mothers and
identified, “high workload, low social support, perception of the child as fussy-difficult,
negative life events, child caretaking hassles, more children in the family, and high
maternal age related directly to more stress” (p. 615). Two important stressors
highlighted in the model were negative life events and caretaking hassles as both were
directly related to parenting stress. In addition, caretaking hassles were also found to be
indirectly related to stress through the mother’s assessment of her infant as being fussy or
difficult, confirming the hypothesis that difficult child temperament is related to
parenting stress (Ostberg & Hagekull, 2000).
Finally, using a transactional framework, Goemans, van Geel and Vedder (2018)
explored the development of children’s behavior and parent stress in foster parents in a
three wave longitudinal study. Interestingly the researchers did not find a bidirectional
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relationship. They did find a unidirectional pathway from the child’s behavior problems
to foster parents stress, but no pathway from the parenting stress to the foster child’s
behaviors. This finding did not support previous findings in studies that looked at parentchild dyads (Goemans et al., 2018). The transactional model (Sameroff, 2009) is useful in
understanding parenting stress in that it emphasizes the bidirectional, interdependent
effects of the child and the environment. The model is grounded in several tenets.
Children affect their environments and the environment affects children.
Moreover, environmental settings affect and are affected by each other. These
effects change over time in response to normative and nonnormative events.
Children are neither doomed nor protected by their own characteristics or the
characteristics of their caregivers alone. The complexity of the transactional
system opens up the possibility for many avenues of intervention to facilitate the
healthy development of infants and their families. (Sameroff, 2009, p. 19)
2.8.1

Parenting Stress in Kinship Care Providers

In kinship families, the child, parent, and situational factors take on new light
given that kinship providers are parenting their relative or known child perhaps for the
first time and often under difficult circumstances. Parent factors identified by Abidin
(1992, 2012) included the emotional and physical availability of a parent to the child, the
parent’s sense of competence in the parenting role, and the level of investment in
parenting. On the surface, the level of investment of a kinship provider is implied given
the provider accepted the placement of the child but that does not mean that there will not
be stress. With regard to the child factors that related to parenting stress, Abidin (2012)
identified characteristics related to child temperament-related characteristics,
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expectations of the child by the parent, and how much a parent feels rewarded by the
child. In the complicated nature of a child’s placement and the wide variety of situations
that may necessitate placement, these child factors may be even more complex and
impact the dyadic relationship between the child and kinship provider in unique ways.
Finally, the contextual factors identified by Abidin (2012) are the parent’s relationship
with a spouse, the availability of a support system, health issues, and or limitations of the
parenting role. The contextual factors of a kinship placement create another layer of
potential factors that are specific to kinship caregiving. Abidin’s (1992) model is
grounded in the hypothesis that “parenting behavior and child adjustment are influenced
by a number of sociological, environmental, behavioral, and developmental variables” (p.
410). This hypothesis fits an exploration of parenting stress in kinship families.
There are several studies that specifically examined kinship caregivers parenting
and caregiver stress (Gleeson et al., 2016; Harnett, et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016a; Lee et
al., 2016b; Lin, 2018; Sprang et al., 2015; Mackintosh et al., 2006; Washington, Gleeson,
& Rulison, 2013). Gleeson et al. (2016) explored parenting stress, using the Parental
Distress (PD) subscale of Parenting Stress Index short form (PSI-SF) in a sample of 207
informal kinship caregivers, those not involved with the Department of Children and
Family Services, with specific focus on social support, family competence, and resources
and found that social support, adequate family resources and family competence had
direct effects on parenting stress (Gleeson et. al, 2016). In a mixed-methods study of 303
informal grandparents and other kin, grandparent caregivers were found to have higher
parent stress scores, measured by the PD subscale of the PSI-SF, as compared to other
kin caregivers and that the kinship family needs, and the caregiver’s emotional well-
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being and health, negatively impacted their level of parenting stress. The qualitative
findings of the study, via four focus groups, found that financial stress likely explained
family need as a predictor, and concerns over children’s well-being, including managing
difficult behaviors, impacted the emotional well-being and health of the caregiver,
explaining those factors as predictors of stress (Lee et al., 2016b). The impact of
children’s behavior on parenting stress of grandparents supports Abidin’s (2012) model
of the parenting stress. Lin (2018), exploring the impact of child factors such as health
and behavior on kinship caregivers stress, using the Parent Aggravation Scale adapted
from the Parental stress Index and Parental Attitudes about Childrearing Sale, in a sample
of 1623 kinship care families (formal and informal) who participated in the National
Survey of American’s Families (NSAF). The study found that caregiver stress was
related to a child’s behavior but not the child’s health and that social engagement
moderated the relationship (Lin, 2018). In a sample of 251 custodial grandparents, trauma
exposure in children was also found to indirectly affect grandparenting stress, as
measured by the Parenting Stress Scale, mediated by conflict between the grandparent
and the child, but no direct effect was found (Sprang et al., 2015). This finding supports
the importance of the grandparent-child relationship and conflict when exploring
grandparenting stress. A study of caregivers of children whose mothers were incarcerated
found a three-way relationship between parenting stress measured by the PSI-SF, the
behavior of the child, and the caregiver’s ability to demonstrate warmth and acceptance
toward the child (Mackintosh et al., 2006). This study suggested that problem behaviors
of a child increased stress and a stressed caregiver was less accepting of the child.
Although, these findings do not demonstrate cause and effect, they do highlight how
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parenting stress, a child’s behavior, and the warmth and acceptance a caregiver shows are
all intricately interwoven. Finally, parenting stress as measured using the PD subscale of
the PSI-SF of informal kinship providers was found to impact competence using
longitudinal data from a sample of 145 children in care with significantly lower rates of
competence found in African American children whose caregivers reported on average
higher stress (Washington et al., 2013).
One consistent finding across the studies discussed thus far was that kinship
providers experienced high levels of parenting stress suggesting this is a vulnerable
population in need of support and services. Mackintosh et al. (2006), in their study of
children ages 6-12 (69), whose mothers were incarcerated, and their kinship care givers
(25) found a significant relationship between the caregivers’ parenting stress and the
child’s externalizing behaviors, concluding that “difficult children cause stress to their
caregivers; easy children are easier to live with” (p. 593). For those caregivers whose
parenting stress was high, they also found that the caregivers’ assessment of the warmth
and acceptance they felt toward the child was lower for children with more behavior
problems, suggesting that parenting stress and the child’s behavior are important factors
in the caregiver/child relationship. Harnett et al. (2014), in their study of 114 carers both
non-relative foster care providers and informal grandparent carers, found that the
grandparents as compared to foster care providers scored significantly higher on the PSIParent Domain and concluded that this stress was contributed to by child’s behavioral
problems and difficulty in the child relationship as measured by the PSI-Child Domain.
However, the designation of “difficult” as measured by the Child Domain of the PSI-LF
was not based on a measure of temperament but on a measure of children’s difficult
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behaviors (Abidin, 2012).
In addition to children’s behaviors, Harnett et al. (2014) added two measures, a
measure of daily hassles, such as “continually cleaning up messes of toys or food”, “the
kids demand that you entertain then or play with them”, and “difficulties in getting kids
ready for outings and leaving on time” and life events, such as major events involving
employment, housing, health, or legal, to their study exploring the needs of grandparents
raising grandchildren as compared to foster care providers and found that grandparents
experienced greater stress (PSI-LF) than foster care providers. Regression analysis
indicated that the stress was attributed to the behavior problems, the difficulty in the child
relationship, and the frequency of daily hassles experienced by the caregiver (Harnett et
al., 2014). With regard to life events, no significant differences were found between the
grandparents and the foster care providers, but the grandparents were significantly more
likely to report financial troubles and a family member appearing in court than the foster
care providers (Hartnett et al, 2014).

2.9

Daily Hassles and Parent Stress
The addition of daily hassles in the research exploring parenting stress reflects

Crnic and Greenberg’s (1990) assertion that daily hassles, when identified by a person,
are better at predicating psychological wellbeing than life events. Daily hassles are
defined as “irritating, frustrating, annoying, and distressing demands that to some degree
characterize everyday transactions with the environment” (Crnic & Greenberg, 1990, p.
1629). For families of children, these daily hassles can become significant in that they
create conflict and interfere with other parent responsibilities. Crnic and Greeberg (1990)
highlighted the potential negative impact that daily hassles can have on the parent-child
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relationship in that an irritable parent responds to their child in such a way that garners an
aggressive response on the part of the child. Furthermore, Crnic and Greenberg (1990)
determined that “minor parenting hassles appear to be an important source of stress, not
only in their ability to contribute additively to major life stress predictions, but also as a
meaningful independent construct for assessing stress within the parent-child context” (p.
1634). Crnic and Greenberg’s (1990) conceptualization of parenting stress reflects
complexity theory as they attend to the impact of “daily hassles” on parent, child, and
family functioning. Concluding that “Minor parenting hassles appear to be an important
source of stress, not only in their ability to contribute additively to major life stress
predictions, but also as a meaningful independent construct for assessing stress within the
parent-child context” (p. 1634). In a study that explored parenting stress in a sample of
one hundred and fourteen non-relative foster carers and informal grandparents raising
grandchildren, Harnett et al (2014) found that the frequency of daily hassles was a
predictor of higher stress in the grandparents but did not include the intensity of the daily
hassles in the regression. For kinship care providers who may be parenting for the first
time, first time in a long time, or concurrently, attention to the impact of the intensity of
daily parenting hassles is warranted.

2.10 Child Temperament
Temperament has been a topic of research for over fifty years, and recently
surfaced during the confirmation hearings of Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanagh
(Stolberg, 2018) and is defined as “inherited tendencies that first appear in infancy and
continue throughout life” (Buss, 1995). Goldsmith, and colleagues’ (1987) roundtable
explored four approaches to conceptualizing temperament in an attempt to arrive at points
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of consensus and disagreement. With regard to consensus, the authors stated that the
dimensions of temperament reflect “behavioral tendencies rather than map directly onto
discrete behavioral acts” (p. 507). They also stated that temperament is biologically based
and demonstrates continuity as compared to other behaviors (Goldsmith et al., 1987).
Third, they stated that temperament is most focused on during infancy because of the
shared belief that temperament becomes more complex as a child gets older (Goldsmith
et al, 1987). Goldsmith et al (1987) identified the last point of consensus to be that
temperament refers to individual differences as opposed to general characteristics of a
species. Two points of disagreement were identified, first, that each approach to
temperament has its own boundaries and the criteria for temperament in terms of
behavioral style, its relation to emotional behavior, stability, and whether it is inherited or
not, vary. Second, the criteria used to determine temperament are not completely separate
domains but differ in how much they encompass an infant’s behavior (Goldsmith et al.,
1987).
Across the four approaches, the authors identified two traits that have consensus:
emotionality and activity level (Goldsmith et al, 1987). Goldsmith and colleagues (1987)
also agreed that temperament was an aspect of personality. Although each theorist has
their own definition and criteria, there was further consensus that temperament was like a
rubric and encompasses various traits. The combination of traits is used to make
determinations about a child’s disposition (Goldsmith et al., 1987). The most widely
known determination is the “easy, difficult, and slow-to-warm up” construct developed
by Thomas and Chess (1977). Although this typology is based on one particular
theoretical construct, the notion of “difficultness” has become a common metric in
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research. However, other theories and researchers argue that the broad stroking of
temperament as easy or difficult diminishes attention on specific traits and how those
traits undergird personality and impact parenting (Buss, 1995; McBride et al., 2002).
Another contribution by Thomas and Chess that influenced our understanding of
temperament is the idea that temperament is bidirectional, meaning “the effect of a
particular environmental influence will be influenced by the child’s temperament. At the
same time, the child’s temperament will affect the judgments, attitudes, and behavior of
the significant individuals in her environment” (Goldsmith et al, 1987, p. 510).
2.10.1 Buss and Plomin’s Theory of Temperament
Buss and Plomin stated that “temperament involves early-developing personality
traits. Traits are individual differences that are relatively enduring across time and
situations” (Buss & Plomin, 1984, p. 5). In Goldsmith et al., (1987) Buss and Plomin
explain that that temperament consists of inherited personality traits that are genetic in
origin, appear in the first year of life, and lay the foundation for later personality. In
addition, they viewed these traits as strong dispositions that resist change and are thus
somewhat stable over time (Buss & Plomin, 1984). They outline three assumptions about
temperament. First, that infants come into the world with a number of inherited
disposition traits. Second, these traits determine individual differences in personality.
And third, that these broad inherited tendencies are impacted by the environment. They
go on to say, “Presumably, what is inherited is a reaction range rather than a precise
place on a personality dimension” (Buss & Plomin, 1975, p. 2). The three primary traits
which constitute temperament were, emotionality, sociability, and activity (Buss &
Plomin, 1984). Shyness is a fourth related trait which, although it can be considered in
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the context of sociability as simply a low level of sociability, is however distinct (Buss &
Plomin, 1984). Buss and Plomin (1984) stated, “Shyness refers to one’s behavior when
with people who are casual acquaintances or strangers: inhibited and awkward, with
feelings of tension and distress and a tendency to escape from social interaction” (p.77).
Whereas, “Sociability is the tendency to prefer the presence of others to being alone”
(Buss & Plomin, 1984, p.63). As social beings, humans like to be with others; thus,
persons high in sociability are motivated to engage and remain with others (Buss, 1995).
In the context of caregiving, sociability of the child is experienced by the caregiver
within an environmental context that often has expectations rooted in the caregiver’s
level of sociability. A sociable child may be easier to engage and interact with than a
non-sociable child. Emotionality, which encompassed three components: feelings,
expression, and arousal, “equals distress, the tendency to become upset easily and
intensely” (Buss & Plomin, 1984, p. 54). Buss and Plomin (1984) stated that when
compared to less emotional people, “emotional people become more distressed when
confronted with emotion-laden stimuli-the stresses of everyday life-and they react with
higher level of emotional arousal” (p.54). This emotionality has been found to correlate
with soothability, with higher emotional children being harder to sooth (Rowe & Plomin,
1977). Of the three components of emotionality identified above, Buss and Plomin (1984)
considered arousal to be the most critical component because it is, “likely to yield
inherited individual difference” (p. 62). In the context of caregiving, children high in
emotionality may be more challenging to manage particularly in the day to day. Finally,
activity refers to, “total energy output. The active person is typically busy and in a hurry.
He likes to keep moving and may seem tireless (Buss & Plomin, 1975, p.7). For children
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it is often easy to observe activity in the context of the extremes as children may be
“bundles of energy, in contrast to those at the opposite extreme, who are quieter and
apparently low in energy” (Buss, 1995, p. 66). When caring for a child at either pole, one
who is highly activity and one who is low in energy, this may present unique challenges
in managing this type of disposition.
In addition to considering the definition of temperament, specific temperament
traits, and the role that distress plays in a child’s life, it is equally important to place this
construct within the context of a child’s development (Buss & Plomin, 1984) and
personality (Buss, 1995). The response that a parent makes to an infant displaying
distress is very different from that of a toddler. According to Buss and Plomin (1984), “as
children mature, they are expected to become less distressed and to voice their complaints
less frequently and with lower volume” (p. 56). “Thus, as children mature, there is a
normative diminution of the negative emotions, fostered by the socialization practice of
parents and other caretakers and by the unwillingness of peers to put up with outbursts”
(Buss & Plomin, 1984, p.56). Thomas and Chess’s categorization of easy or difficult is
explained by Buss and Plomin (1984) as related to emotionality. A child low in
emotionality tends to get upset less, have fewer temper tantrums, and not cry and display
fear as frequently and hence is labeled easy. Whereas, children high in emotionality tend
to get upset more easily, have more frequent temper tantrums and are more likely to cry
and display fear and likely to be labeled difficult. Buss and Plomin (1984) argue that the
label difficult is insufficient to fully understand emotionality particularly when the label
is given. An infant labeled as “difficult” is more likely to display a generalized distress
versus later in childhood a child is likely to display either fear or anger but typically not
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both (Buss & Plomin, 1984). They consider emotionality to be an inherited “overactive
sympathetic division of the autonomic nervous system”. Although Buss and Plomin
(1984) found no gender differences in emotionality in infancy, they do contend that by
the age of two children are learning gender roles and expectations particularly with
regard to the expression of fear and anger with boys learning to inhibit fear and girls
learning to inhibit anger. They stated,
after various kinds of learning experiences and socialization pressures, those high
in emotionality have made a clear differentiation in both the stimuli that incite an
emotional reaction and the kind of reaction that occurs. They tend to be fearful or
angry, not both. (Buss & Plomin, 1984, p. 59)
The same considerations hold true for the other traits of sociability, shyness, and activity,
thus, Buss and Plomin (1984) provide equal consideration to each individual trait as
opposed to brush stroking a temperament as an overall type. With regard to personality,
Buss (1995) explains that the temperament traits are the foundation on which other areas
lay and build personality. For instance, the trait of sociability will impact attachment or
prosocial behavior such as altruism and empathy. Matching, a term used by Buss and
Plomin (1984) to speak to congruence between a child’s level of temperament and that of
the parent or caregiver, is important to consider in the context of parenting stress. How
the caregiver experiences and manages the child’s temperament traits in the context of
parenting may be a factor in their stress. In order to measure temperament, Buss and
Plomin (1984) developed the EAS Temperament Survey for Children: Parental Ratings,
to measure the four traits of emotionality, activity, sociability, and shyness.
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2.10.2 Temperament and Parenting Stress
Deater-Deckard’s (1998) review of the literature and analysis of parenting stress,
identified difficult temperament as one of the factors, found in the literature, to explain
higher levels of parenting stress. McQuillan and Bates (2017) in their review of the
literature on temperament indicate that a difficult temperament, most often negative
emotionality, has been found to be associated with parenting stress. Gray and colleagues
(2012) in their study of 210 mothers, half of whom delivered preterm babies and half of
whom delivered at term, found that infant difficult temperament, infants who scored
above the mean on the short temperament scale for infants, was an independent risk
factor for high levels of parenting stress (PSI) in both mothers of very preterm and term
infants. Ostberg and Hagekull’s (2000) used structural equation modeling to identify
predictors of parenting stress in 1,081 mothers of children ages 6 months to 3 years in
Sweden and found a direct relationship between children whose mother’s reported as
being more difficult and fussy, using several different measures of temperament, the
Baby Behavior Questionnaire, the Toddler Behavior Questionnaire, and the Infant
Characteristics Questionnaire, and parenting stress (PSI).
Using the transactional model, discussed earlier, Moe et al. (2018) found a
significant association between infant temperament, using the Cameron-rice Infant
Temperament Questionnaire, and parenting stress (PSI), concluding that, “having an
infant who is perceived as temperamentally difficult might be related to parenting stress,
both in connection with the child’s behavioral characteristic and the parents’ adaption to
and coping with the parental role” (p. 10). Similarly, Siqveland, et al. (2013) in a sample
of 77 mothers of infants with substance abuse and psychiatric disorders, found stress in
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the parent domain of the PSI was significantly associated with the child temperament
characteristic of emotionality as measured by the Buss and Plomin’s Colorado Childhood
Temperament Inventory. In the child domain of the PSI index, both temperament
characteristics of emotionality and soothability were found to be significantly associated
with stress. In a study of parenting stress (PSI) in 233 mothers of premature infants in
South Korea, Yu and Kim (2016), found direct and indirect associations between the
infant temperament traits of emotionality, but not for activity using the Emotionality,
Activity, Sociability (EAS) temperament scale by Buss and Plomin (1984) and parenting
stress (PSI). The authors’ attributed the finding that activity did not have a direct
relationship with parenting stress which was in contrast to the findings of Moon (2004) to
be due to the fact that infants in their study were too young for the activity measure to be
accurately assessed. Coplan et al. (2003) explored the linear and interactive associations
between parent stress, using the parenting daily hassles inventory (Crnic & Greenbery,
1990), child temperament using the CCTI, (Buss & Plomin, 1984) and social adjustment
of 122 children aged 36-60 months and found that children with more difficult
temperament were more vulnerable to the effects of stress as compared to those children
who were more easy. In addition, the researchers found that mothers of children with
more difficult temperaments reported more frequent parenting hassles (Coplan et al,
2003). Although the association between infant temperament and parenting stress is well
established, similar associations have been found in older children. McBride et al. (2002),
in a study of 100 two-parent families, found varying associations between the specific
child temperament traits of emotionality, activity, and sociability using the Temperament
Assessment Battery of Children, in children aged 3-5 and parenting stress (PSI) in
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mothers and fathers.
2.10.3 Temperament and Kinship Families
No studies exploring the relationship between child temperament and kinship
caregivers’ parenting stress were identified in literature. However, studies were found
that explored the impact of temperament traits in foster care and adoptive families. Two
studies explored the relationship between goodness of fit, or matching, of the children’s
and foster parent’s temperament traits and placement success. Doelling and Johnson’s
(1990) study of 51 foster children ranging in age from five to ten found that the
“mismatch” of a foster mother who was rigid, using the Dimensions of Temperament
Survey-Revised (DOTS-R) Adult version, and a child with a negative mood, using the
DOTS-R, predicted a less successful placement. Similarly, a child who had a more
negative mood than was expected by the foster mother also predicted less successful
placement outcome. A study of foster family functioning and adjustment of adolescents,
which hypothesized that parents’ and adolescents’ temperament trait matching would be
a factor, found mixed results (Green et al., 1996). Green et al. (1996) studied a sample of
40 foster families with an adolescent, mean age of 15.7 years, and found that when using
the mother’s and father’s assessment of adjustment and family functioning the
relationship between parent and adolescent temperament traits, using DOTS-R, was
found, but not when the case manager’s reports were used.
De Schipper et al. (2012) explored the relationship between temperament traits,
attachment, and parental sensitivity in a sample of foster parents of 59 children, mean age
of 4.7 years, and found that shyness, using the shyness scale of the children’s Behavior
questionnaire, interacted with sensitive parenting and impacted attachment. For children
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who were less shy, no difference in attachment was found in relation to parental
sensitivity. Van der Voort, et al. (2013), conducted a longitudinal study on 160
internationally adopted children ranging in age from infancy to adolescence exploring the
interplay of temperament, with specific focus on effortful control, maternal sensitivity,
and delinquent and aggressive behavior. They found that lower effortful control (a
temperament trait measured by the Dutch Temperament Questionnaire, which focuses on
the ability to control ones behavior), at ages 7 and 14, was a predictor of delinquency in
adolescence and aggression in middle childhood and adolescence (van der Voort, et al.,
2013). Lower rates of effortful control in infancy predicted higher rates of maternal
sensitivity in adolescence, which in turn predicted lower levels of delinquent behavior.
This study underscored the longitudinal relationship between temperament, assessed
throughout a child’s development, maternal sensitivity, and behavioral outcomes for
children in middle childhood and adolescence.

2.11 Attachment Theory
Attachment theory and its relationship to temperament and parenting stress as
well as overall development is an important theoretical consideration for this study and
the topic of a review by Hong and Park (2012). As defined by Hong and Park (2012)
“Attachment is a basic human need for close and intimate relationship between infants
and their caregiver” (p. 449). For children in need of care, placement with a relative or
person known to the child and with whom they have a relationship may result in less
attachment disruption. In a review of the literature completed to identify domains of
quality care in kinship and foster care homes, Shlonsky and Berrick (2001) included “the
furtherance of positive reciprocal attachment” (p. 73). This domain focuses on the
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importance of maintaining relationships for children who have to go into care as research
indicates that attachment disruption can affect development.
2.11.1 Bowlby’s Theory of Attachment
Bowlby (1982) considered attachment to be grounded in an evolutionary adapted
behavior rooted in survival. This conclusion was grounded in the work of Lorenzo on the
imprinting of goslings to their mother and people. Bowlby (1982) defined attachment as
“seeking and maintaining proximity to another individual” (p. 195). Attachment occurred
in a process of reciprocal interactions between an infant and a caregiver both engaging in
behaviors that establish and maintain an emotional bond. As a child ages, the need for
proximity lessens and by the age of three most children are able to feel secure in a strange
place with an attachment figure such as a teacher (Bowlby, 1982). The attachment
developed through the child-parent interaction becomes the model for future
relationships.

2.12 Attachment Theory and Temperament
A consideration of the role that temperament may play in attachment is important
particularly as it relates to assessing attachment and how children may respond to
separation. Seifer and Schiller (1995) stated that “infant temperament during the first year
of life may influence the nature of parent-child interactions that are important in shaping
the development of attachment patterns” (p. 168). Equally important is the role
temperament will play in the establishment of the child’s relationship with the kinship
care provider. Although there is a tendency to focus on temperament in infancy, the link
between temperament and behavior becomes more complex the older a child becomes
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(Goldsmith et al., 1987). In fact, Goldsmith et al. (1987) indicated that according to
Thomas and Chess, “relatively pure temperamental expression during later development
is likely to be apparent only at times when novel environmental challenges render coping
skills ineffective” (p. 507). Thus, temperament may be an important factor to consider in
the dyadic relationship of a child and kinship care provider and even more important to
better understanding parenting stress as, regardless of the length of time in placement,
being a kinship care provider and a child being cared for by someone other than their
parent could be considered novel.

2.13 Summary of the Literature Review and Theoretical Frameworks and Models
In summary, the literature is replete with findings supporting the importance of
determining factors that contribute to parenting stress. High levels of parenting stress
have been found in kinship care providers (Harnett et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016b; Musil
et al., 2010); however, kinship care providers are less likely to receive support and
services (Harnett et al, 2014). Addressing the needs and stress of kinship care providers is
important given that the alternative of placement with strangers is stressful and even
traumatic for a child (Vandivere et al., 2012). Furthermore, kinship care providers
reported more behavioral and emotional problems than foster care providers further
indicating the need for services (Doley et al., 2015; Kelley et al, 2013). Finally, research
indicated that children fair better in kinship care homes as compared to foster care
(Vandivere et al., 2012) and yet, parenting stress can disrupt placements (Lee et al.,
2016b) and or place children and providers at risk of the negative effects of prolonged
stress (Baker, 2008; Crnic et al., 2005; Sprang et al., 2015).
Several factors have been found to impact parenting stress in kinship families,
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such as a child’s behavior (Conway et al., 2011; Lin, 2018; Mackintosh et al., 2006),
family needs (Lee et al., 2016a), the age of the provider (Conway et al., 2011), and the
frequency of daily parenting hassles (Harnett et al., 2014). Factors that have been found
to impact parenting stress in the general population are a child’s trauma exposure
(Whitson et al., 2015); behavior problems (Mäntymaa et al., 2012; Whitson et al., 2015);
and having a child with a disability (Cuzzocrea et al., 2016). Child temperament has been
found to have a relationship with parenting stress in biological families (i.e. Chang et al.,
2004; Copland et al., 2003; Gray et al., 2012; Gray et al., 2013), foster care families
(Green et al., 1996; De Schipper et al., 2012; and adoptive families (van der Voort, et al.,
2013), but has not been explored in kinship care providers.
In addition to consideration of the child factors and specifically child
temperament, researchers have theorized that the relationship of the provider to the
primary parent and the reasons for the placement might explain parenting stress
especially for grandparents. Lee et al., (2016b) explored the reasons why the child was in
care in a sample of 303 kinship families with the most commonly reported being
drug/alcohol (68%) and found no significant differences in the reason reported between
grandparent caregivers and other kin caregivers. However, reason for placement was not
included in the regression analysis to determine predictors of parenting stress.
Consideration of the impact of the combination of relationship, being the parent of the
child’s primary parent and reason for placement, with specific focus on drug and alcohol,
as a factor in parenting stress has not yet been explored. The current opioid epidemic has
resulted in an increase in out of home placement with one-third of children being placed
with relatives who are often the parent of child’s primary parent (Ellis & Simmons,
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2014). Since 2006, there has been a significant increase in the number of overdoses and
rates of heroin use of persons aged 18-24 more than doubled (Centers for Disease
Control, 2015; Generations United, 2016) and a 29% increase in out of home placements
due to drug and alcohol since 2000 (Ellis & Simmons, 2014).
Although the frequency of daily parenting tasks has been found to be a predictor
of parenting stress, the intensity of the parenting tasks has yet to be explored. Intensity
speaks to how much of a hassle the parenting task is, and thus, reflects the subjective
nature of a task and how that task is experienced by the provider. Determining if a
relationship exists between these variables and parenting stress in kinship care providers
offers social workers, particularly in child welfare, the opportunity to educate providers
and tailor services and interventions to better serve kinship care providers. Services that
teach kinship care providers about child temperament, specific temperament traits, and
how to assess those traits in the child the provider is caring for may help kinship care
providers accept and manage the unique characteristics of a child and not feel that they
are causing those reactions and behaviors (Hong & Park, 2012).
Bronfenbrenner and Morris (2006) bring the four foundational aspects of the
bioecological model together in the “Process-Person-Context-Time (PPCT) model” to be
used in designing research that matches the proposed theoretical structure. Integrating
Life Course Perspective and Chaos and Complexity theory with the PPCT model
provides a way to conceptualize potential predictors of parenting stress in kinship care
providers and grounds this study. Figure 2.1 identifies both the variables from the
literature as well as those explored in this study in each of the four properties (PPCT).
In this study, person is reflected by the child, kinship care provider, and
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relationship of caregiver to child’s primary parent; context is represented by the
independent variables of reason for placement and intensity of parenting tasks; time
relates to historical factors surrounding placement with specific attention paid to the
opioid epidemic and process is represented via two independent variables, first, child
temperament and second, the combined impact of relationship to primary parent and
reason for placement with specific focus on parents where the reason is drugs and
alcohol. The model also includes additional variables known to impact parenting stress
such as, age of kinship care provider, family structure, physical and emotional well-being
and coping of the kinship care provider, child’s trauma exposure, and whether or not
child is diagnosed with a disability. Life course perspective contributes to attention being
placed on historical context and specifically the opioid epidemic and chaos and
complexity theory adds attention to the intensity of parenting tasks as a potential factor in
parenting stress.
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Figure 2.1: The PPCT Model of Parenting Stress in Kinship Care Providers Integrating
Life Course Perspective and Complexity Theory

2.14 Study Hypotheses
The study explored the relationship between child temperament along four
distinct traits, the combined factors of the provider’s relationship to the primary parent
and reason for placement, and the intensity of parenting tasks to parenting stress in
kinship care providers.
H1: Child temperament traits will predict parenting stress.
H1a: Higher levels of emotionality will predict greater likelihood of parenting
stress.
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H1b: Higher levels of sociability will predict less likelihood of parenting stress.
H1c: Higher levels of activity will predict greater likelihood of parenting stress.
H1d: Higher levels of shyness will predict greater likelihood of parenting stress.
H2: The relationship of the kinship care provider to the child’s primary parent,
specifically parents-mothers and fathers, in conjunction with the reason for
placement being drug and alcohol will predict greater likelihood of parenting
stress.
H3: Higher intensity of parenting tasks will predict greater likelihood of parenting
stress.

2.15 Study Conceptual Model
The conceptual model (Figure 2.2), grounded in the literature and theory
discussed, provides a visual representation of the hypothesized relationships. The Life
Course Perspective (Elder, 1998), PPCT model (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2006), and
Chaos and Complexity Theory (Connolly & Harms, 2012; Hudson, 2000) guide key
aspects the model. For instance, in the background, the wide arrows represent the
multiple and overlapping family trajectories (Elder, 1998) of the kinship care provider’s
family, child’s, and newly formed kinship family. The control, independent, and
dependent variables, outlined earlier in Figure 2.1, are identified. In addition, via the
double arrowed lines, the model depicts the potential interdependence of the independent
variables (Elder, 1998). Last, the single arrowed lines depict the hypothesized direct
relationship between the independent and dependent variables.
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Figure 2.2: A Model of The Relationship of Child Temperament, Combined factors of
relationship and reason, Intensity of daily parenting tasks, and Parenting Stress in Kinship
Care Providers

2.16 Summary
The chapter provides a comprehensive review of the literature on kinship care
providers and parenting stress with specific focus on child temperament, relationship of
provider to primary parenting and reason for placement, and intensity of daily parenting
tasks. First and foremost, an overview of kinship families was provided as well as key
theories applied to the understanding of kinship families most notable the Life Course
Perspective, Ecological Systems Theory and Chaos and complexity theory.
Bronfenbrenner and Morris’s (2006) bioecological model and PPCT model for research
design was presented and adapted by integrating the Life Course Perspective and Chaos
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and Complexity Theory to develop a conceptualization of parenting stress in kinship care
providers. This model includes control variables as well as the independent and
dependent variables explored in the study which are the child temperament traits of
emotionality, sociability, activity, and shyness (Buss & Plomin, 1984), the combined
factor of being the parent of the child’s primary parent and drug and alcohol being a
factor in the placement, and the potential impact of the intensity of daily parenting tasks.
The chapter also provides the specific hypotheses with regard to the variables being
explored and ends with the model of the relationships between the variables in the study.
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3
3.1

METHODOLOGY

Introduction
This chapter outlines key aspects of the study such as sampling, type of study,

measures, and statistical analysis used to test the hypotheses. Using survey method, the
study explored parenting stress in kinship care providers with specific focus on child
temperament, relationship of provider to child’s primary parent and reason for placement,
and intensity of parenting tasks. The survey consists of demographic questions, the three
measures necessary to test the hypotheses, and open-ended questions. The purpose of the
open-ended questions was to allow the participant to share their experiences in their own
words. Key questions targeted what made the provider decide to care for the child, their
subjective experience of being a kinship care provider, and caring for the child, factors
important to understanding the caregiving experience.

3.2

Sampling
The sampling consists of a purposive convenience sample of kinship care

providers and snowball sampling. Convenience or availability sampling is indicated when
“other methods may not be feasible for a particular type of study or population” (Rubin &
Babbie, 2014). Sampling strategies included identifying kinship care providers via local
children’s services agencies, kinship care provider support groups, conferences, and a
head start preschool program. Inclusion criteria for the sample was that participant had to
be providing primary care of a known child, ages 0-17 years 11 months, in the absence of
the child’s primary parent.
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3.2.1

Recruitment
Participants were recruited via kinship care provider networks in Kentucky and

Ohio and one county kinship department in Ohio. Specifically, recruitment flyers were
sent to kinship care providers identified by a county children’s protective service agency
in Ohio. In addition, emails with flyers were sent to kinship care provider support group
facilitators and agencies that serve kinship care providers in both Ohio and Kentucky.
From that, the primary investigator attended four support groups in Kentucky to directly
recruit participants. There were three support groups the primary investigator did not
attend in person, held in Kentucky, and for those the facilitator passed out the flyer at the
meeting. The study flier was also posted on two Facebook groups for kinship care
providers, one for an Ohio based group and the other for a Kentucky-based group. The
principal investigator also attended a conference on kinship care in Ohio and informed
attendees, both providers and professionals working with providers, of the research study.
Last, head start and school personnel in Ohio were sent emails and the flier and asked to
distribute it to families to let them know about the study. By targeting support groups,
Facebook groups, and a conference, the recruitment process increased the likelihood of
including informal kinship care providers who are not affiliated with county child welfare
services. Last, snowball sampling, which is useful in identifying members of a population
who are hard to locate, was used (Rubin & Babbie, 2014). The flyer included the
statement to share the study with other providers known to the participant. Sprang et al.
(2013) used this technique given the challenge of identifying informal kinship care
providers.
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3.3

Data Collection
Once informed of the study, participants could complete the survey online via

Survey Monkey or request that a paper survey be mailed. If mailed, the packet included
the informed consent, survey, and raffle entry, along with a stamped addressed return
envelope. On Survey Monkey, participants read the informed consent and agreed to
participate prior to completing the survey. Eighty-six surveys were completed via Survey
Monkey and thirty-four paper surveys were completed. An accurate response rate cannot
be determined given the varying nature of recruitment and the unknown number of
individuals who were made aware of the study as compared to the number who
participated.

3.4

Number of Participants
The number of participants needed to run the analyses depends on the number of

variables. Using the 10-1 ratio, in order to run the model which included three
independent variables and eight possible control variables (age of provider, marital status,
number of children in the home, child’s trauma exposure, diagnosed with a disability,
provider’s coping and emotional mental wellbeing); a minimum of 110 respondents was
needed (Austin & Steyerberg, 2015; Steyerberg, et al., 2000).
Over a twelve month period of recruitment, 120 surveys were obtained of which
106 were included in the analysis. Fourteen surveys were not included due to a
substantial amount of missing data that could not be managed sufficiently to impute
values for inclusion in the analysis and/or due to the respondent not meeting the study
criteria. For instance, one provider was not providing care in place of the parent and one
provider’s child was over the age of 18.
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Although this study has a small sample size, with regard to the research needs of
kinship care providers and specifically grandfamilies, Hayslip et al. (2017) stated, “In
addition to conducting research capitalizing on the advantages of large sample data (i.e.,
representativeness, generalizability), is a continued need for more focused small sample
data targeting a given issue with measurement specificity” (p. 7). Thus, this study
contributes to addressing this need.
The primary criteria for participation was that the participant was a kinship care
provider. In order to determine eligibility to participate, after reviewing the consent form,
the participant read a statement, “A kinship care provider is someone who is taking care
of a child(ren) they know in place of the child’s parent. Does that describe you? If they
stated yes, they proceeded; if not, they did not participate. One respondent who submitted
a paper copy of the survey checked no, however, review of the responses indicated that
the participant was indeed a kinship care provider; thus, the survey was retained. Given
the potential range of ages of the children in care, if the participant was caring for more
than one kinship child, the respondent was asked to focus on the youngest child in their
care.

3.5

Type of Study
The study is a cross-sectional survey completed by participants who met the

participant criteria. Each of the measures in the survey, the demographics, covariates, and
open-ended questions are presented. The survey was available online via
surveymonkey.com and on paper as many providers do not have access to the internet, a
computer sufficient to complete the survey, or comfort with completing an online survey.
An incentive of a raffle to receive 1 of 5 $100.00 gift cards was offered to the
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participants. Incentives have been used in other studies such as Sprang et al. (2015)
which offered a $10.00 incentive. According to Grant and Sugarman (2004), the use of
incentives was deemed innocuous as long as they are minimal and the research is not
potentially degrading to the participants. The study was approved by University of
Kentucky IRB (approval #50095).

3.6

Measures
This section will provide an overview of the measures used in the survey. The

dependent variable of the study is parenting stress and consists of a total parenting stress
score which is constructed of three independent subscores, one for parental distress, one
for parent child dysfunctional interaction, and one for difficult child. The independent
variables are child temperament which consists of four traits, emotionality, shyness,
sociability, and activity; the combined factors of being the parent of the child’s primary
parent and drug and alcohol being a reason for placement. The last independent variable
is intensity of parenting hassles. The possible control variables are age of kinship care
provider, marital status, number of children in the home, kinship provider mental and
emotional well-being, kinship care provider coping, child’s behavior, and child diagnosed
with a disability. Additional demographic variables included were income, employment
status, and age of child. Each is presenting in detail below.
3.6.1

Dependent Variable: Parenting Stress

Parenting stress was assessed using the Parent Stress Index- 4- Short Form (PSI-4
SF) a shorter version of the Parent Stress Index (PSI-4) (Abidin, 2012). This measure is
widely identified in the parent stress literature. The purpose of the short form is to offer
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an opportunity to assess parenting stress along the overarching domains of the full survey
but in a shorter amount of time. Abdin (2012) stated that having a reliable and valid
measure of parenting stress that could be given in a shorter time was key to enabling
practitioners the capacity to identify risk factors that can impact parenting and child
development as well as for researchers when faced with time constraints in practice and
research.
The PSI-4 SF, focuses on three factors of the parent-child system found to be
salient to parenting stress, the parent, the child, and the interaction of a parent and child
(Abidin, 2012). Interaction of a parent and child is of particular interest for understanding
the role of temperament. The three subscales that combine to determine total stress are
Parental Distress (PD), Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction (P-CDI), and Difficult
Child (DC) (Abidin, 2012). The PSI-SF has been used in previous research exploring
parenting stress both with kinship caregivers (i. e., Gleeson et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2016b;
Washington et al., 2013) and biological parents (i.e., Cuzzocrea et al., 2016; Gray et al.,
2012; Soltis et al., 2015), as well as in studies that focused on temperament and parenting
stress with biological parents (i.e., Moe et al., 2018; Siqveland et al., 2013).
The PSI and the PSI-SF include a total stress score and three subscale scores. The
total stress and specific subscales have been used for varying reasons in research. For
instance, Mäntymaa, et al., (2006) in their study of temperament and parenting stress in
mothers of infants used the PSI-SF parental distress 12-item subscale as the parent stress
measure and not the other two (Difficult Child and Parent Child Dysfunctional
Interaction) because they considered the questions in this subscale to be independent of
temperament and difficult child-parenting interactions. However, Abidin (2012) clearly
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stated that the Difficult Child and Parent Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscales are
not measures of temperament. Similarly, Gleeson at al. (2016) used the parental distress
subscale of the Parent Stress Index-Short Form in their study of parenting stress in
kinship care providers because of the focus of that scale is on stress experienced in the
role of parent. This was after they piloted the full PSI and determined that many of the
questions were not salient to kinship care providers. The PSI-SF does not include the
questions of concern noted by Gleeson et al. (2016).
With regard to reliability, the initial test-retest coefficients of the PSI-4-SF, Total
Stress scale was .84, for Parental Distress, .85, Parent-Child Dysfunction, .68 and for the
Difficult Child, it was .78 (Abidin, 2012). Abidin (2012) indicated that since the initial
reliability tests, additional studies have found “relatively high test-retest coefficients in
educational and clinical setting” (p. 62). For instance, Roggman, et al. (1994) found alpha
reliabilities of .90 for Total Stress, .78 for Difficult Child, .80 for Parent-Child
Dysfunction, and .79 for Parental Distress. Another study indicated a test-retest reliability
coefficient for Total Parenting Stress to be .75 (Haskett, 2006). In terms of validity,
Abidin, (2012) reported high correlations between the PSI and the PSI-SF, for instance,
the PSI-4 and the PSI-SF Total Stress was .98. similar findings were found for the
subscales, the Parent Domain score of the PSI-4 was highly correlated (r=.94) with the
Parental Distress subscale of the PSI-4 SF, the Child Domain score of the PSI-4 was
highly correlated (r=.95) with the Difficult Child subscale of PSI-4-SF, and last, the
Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscale of the PSI-4-SF was correlated with the
Child Domain (r=.91) and Parent Domain (r=.82) of the PSI-4 (Abidin, 2012). Additional
correlations between the PSI-SF and the PSI-4-SF indicated high correlations for Total
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Stress (.99) Parental Distress (.99) Parent-Child dysfunctional Interaction (.98) and for
Difficult Child (.97) (Abidin, 2012). The PSI-SF was directly derived from the full-length
PSI and likely matched the full-length PSI in validity (Abidin, 2012). The parent stress
index was also found to be a strong measure in specific populations such as with low
income African-American mothers of infants and toddlers (Hutcheson & Black, 1996);
Hispanic mothers (Solis & Abidin, 1991); and mothers of children with special needs
(Innocenti et al., 1992).
The Cronbach’s alpha for the current study sample are .95 for total stress score,
.92 for the parental distress subscale, .83 for the parent-child dysfunctional interaction
subscale, and 0.91 for difficult child, indicating levels of internal consistency ranging
from good to excellent (George & Mallery, 2003).
In terms of scoring, according to Abidin (2012), the clinical cut off is the 85th
percentile. Meaning that any score up to those that convert to the 84% can be considered
within the normal range of parenting stress. To determine each participant’s score, the
raw score was converted to the corresponding percentage according to the manual (Albin,
2012). A variable was then constructed to indicate whether or not the participant was
stressed or not stressed. This was done for the total parenting stress and the three
subscales. Although some studies that used the Parent Stress Index used a mean score in
their regression analysis (Gleeson, et. al., 2016; Lee, et. al., 2016b; Mackintosh, et al.,
2006), a mean score that converts to below the 85% percentile, even if high, is still,
according to Abidin, (2012), within the normal range. Thus, given the focus of this study
to determine those factors that predict stress, the clinical cut off was deemed a more
accurate determination of stress. This is similar to the way the PSI was treated by
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Mäntymaa et al, (2006).
3.6.2

Independent Variables

The study included three independent variables each of which will be discussed.
3.6.2.1 Child Temperament
Child temperament was measured using the EAS Temperament Survey for
Children: Parental Ratings (Buss & Plomin, 1984) a 20-item survey that includes four
subscales for the temperament traits of shyness, activity, emotionality, and sociability.
The survey is widely used measure in the literature (i.e. Coplan et al., 2006; Siqveland et
al., 2013; Yu & Kim, 2016). In terms of its utility to researching temperament, Walker et
al. (2017) conducted a systematic review of the psychometric properties of both the
Emotionality, Activity, Sociability, and Intensity (EASI) temperament survey (Buss et
al., 1973) and the Emotionality, Activity, Sociability and Shyness (EAS) temperament
survey (Buss & Plomin, 1984) and found that the latter EAS “demonstrated the most
research support and best psychometric properties” (p. 316). This conclusion was drawn
based on findings that the EAS had overall acceptable internal consistency, for instance
one study found .83, two others, .71-78, and most others included a wide range from .60.79 and a few with scores below .60 (Walker et al., 2017). With regard to the lower
scores, Haycraft and Blissett (2012) determined the lower Cronbach’s alpha in their
sample was due to one particular question, question 18, which states “When alone child
feels isolated” and thus dropped that particular question. In another study with low
Cronbach alphas for sociability and shyness, 0.55 and 0.58 respectively, the authors
elected to not use those subscores in the analysis and did not offer any reasoning for the
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low scores (Richardson et al., 2011). The lowest Cronbach’s alpha of .40 found in the
literature (Russell et al., 2003) was argued by the authors to be expected given the small
number of items in the subscale which is five citing Green et al. (1977). In a review of
these studies, no commonality was found to explain the lower Cronbach’s alphas. For
validity, both predictive and concurrent were good; however, the findings for factor
structure were mixed with some modifications needed to the measure. Walker et al.
(2017) focused on the EASI and EAS in their systematic psychometric review as these
two temperament measures are the most widely used measures of child temperament via
parent-report and designed specifically for children ages 1-9.
The psychometric properties of the EAS were cross-validated in children ages 413 resulting in a four factor model (Boer & Westenberg, 1994). However, Gasman et al.
(2002) in a sample of French children ages 6 to 12 did not find the same four factor
structure. The findings of Boer and Westenberg (1994) indicate that the factor structure
may vary by age. For instance, it may be difficult to discern sociability from shyness in
an infant, but become very clear in later childhood and adolescence. Matheiesen and
Tambs (1999) found a stable four factor solution to their data. Most recently, Spence et
al. (2013) found a four factor solution, with modifications, provided the best fit to the
data from adolescents and showed longitudinal stability and invariance. The full sample
correlations for mean age 17.5 ranged from .92 for the Sociability to .97 for Emotionality,
Activity, and Shyness (Spence et al., 2013).
The strengths of the EAS for this study are that it is a measure of temperament
that has been used with children ranging in age from 1-17 years, and has different yet
consistent versions such as self-report, parent-report and a parallel teacher report (Buss &
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Plomin, 1984). This measure is appropriate given that the age of the children in the
sample vary, a kinship care provider is completing the measure, and the length of time
caring for the child also varies. Thus, selecting a measure that can reliably and validly
measure temperament under the study parameters is necessary.
The Cronbach alphas (CA) for the study sample are .86 for Emotionality, .70 for
Sociability, .67 for Activity, and .77 for shyness. Based on the rules outlined by George
and Mallery (2003), the CAs all are considered within the range of acceptable to good
with the exception of Activity which is questionable but approaching acceptable.
3.6.2.2 Intensity of Daily Parenting Tasks
The parenting daily hassles scale (Crnic & Greenberg, 1990; Crnic & Booth,
1991) is a 20 item measure that includes scoring for two measures, one of frequency and
one of intensity in two areas, parenting tasks and challenging behaviors. Frequency of
parenting tasks has been previously studied in kinship care providers; thus, to study the
day-to-day experience of parenting in this study, the intensity of daily parenting tasks was
used. This measure considers the intensity of various day to day parenting tasks. The
Parenting Tasks (PDH-PT) scale has 8 items that relate to typical duties that most parents
engage in (i.e. “Continually cleaning up messes of toys or food”; “Being nagged, whined
at, complained to”; “the kids are hard to manage in public”). For each item the caregiver
indicated the intensity of the item using a 1= low to 5= high scale. According to Crnic
and Greenberg (1990) the scores on the subscales are useful to understand how a
parent/caregiver views their parenting situation and to determine if difficulties are found
in the stress of meeting a child’s needs, and the measure can be completed by any
caregiver. The scale has adequate internal consistencies with Cronbach’s alpha of .81 for
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frequency and .90 for intensity (Crnic & Greenberg, 1990). The Cronbach’s alpha for the
current study sample is .88, indicating a good level of internal consistency (George and
Mallory, 2003).
3.6.2.3 Combined Relationship of Kinship Care Provider to child’s Primary Parent and
Reason for Placement
This variable was created based on questions in the demographic section by
combining the answers to two questions. The first, “What is your relationship to the
child’s primary parent(s)?, with possible answers being great-grand mother/mother,
great-grand mother/father-in-law, mother/father, mother/ father in law, aunt or uncle,
cousin, sister/brother, friend, neighbor, teacher, and other, please specify. The second
question was, “What is the reason the child you are caring for came into your care”?, with
possible answers including physical abuse, sexual abuse, neglect, parent with a drug and
alcohol problem, parent with a mental health problem, parent died, parent incarcerated,
health problem not related to drug or alcohol issue, don’t know and other, please specify.
For the second question, respondents were asked to indicate all that apply. From these
two question, a constructed variable was developed to indicate parent (mother or father)
of the child’s primary parent and drug and or alcohol as a reason. This variable has two
options, 1= parent (biological and or step) and drug and alcohol indicated as a reason and
0= not a parent or not a parent with drug and alcohol as a reason.

3.7

Control Variables
Several controls variables found in the literature to be significant for parenting

stress were considered to be included in the analysis. They were, kinship care provider’s
age, number of children in the home, marital status, kinship care provider’s mental and
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emotional well-being, kinship care providers coping, child’s behavior, whether or not
child has been diagnosed with a disability, and whether or not the child has experienced a
trauma. Each is presented in detailed below.
3.7.1

Kinship Provider’s Age

The kinship provider age was determined by a question which asked their age in
years.
3.7.2

Number of Children in the Home

In order to determine the number of children in the home, both biological and kin,
participates were asked to indicate the number of children currently living in the home.
According to Denby, et al. (2014), the number of children in a household is associated
with parenting stress.
3.7.3

Marital Status

The participant was asked to indicate if they are married, widowed, divorced,
separated, or never married.
3.7.4

Kinship Provider’s Perception of Mental and Emotional Wellbeing

To determine the kinship care provider’s perception of their mental and emotional
well-being, the participant was asked, “On a scale of 1-5 with 1=poor, 2=fair, 3=good,
4=very good, and 5=excellent, how would you rate your emotional/mental health? This
same question was used by Lee et al (2016b). This question mirrors the general health
rating question, “On a scale of 1-5 with 1=poor…5=excellent”, a common measure in
social science research (Bzostek & Beck, 2011) which has been found to be a strong
predictor of future health outcomes (Idler & Benyamini, 1997).
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3.7.5

Kinship Provider’s Perception of Coping

In order to determine the kinship care provider’s perception of their level of selfefficacy with regard to coping, the kinship care provider was asked “In general, how well
do you feel you are coping with the day-to-day demands of parenting”? The possible
answers were “very well”, “sometimes well”, “not very well”, and “not at all” (Raphael
et al, 2009). Raphael et al, 2009, in their study on parenting stress in families in the
United States, using the National Survey of Children’s Health data for years 2003-2004
(random sample of 102, 353 parents of children 0-17 years of age in all 50 states and the
District of Columbia), selected this question to assess parental self-efficacy. For the
current study, the same question was used to provide a control while not increasing
survey length.
3.7.6

Child’s Behavior and Mental Health

To measure the child’s behavior and mental health, four abbreviated questions
were taken from the Short-form Assessment for Children (SAC), two for internalizing
behaviors and two externalizing behaviors. The SAC was developed as a brief measure of
children’s health to be used in child welfare practice (Glisson et al., 2002; Tyson and
Glisson, 2005). The authors found the measure to be reliable and valid for both boys and
girls in preadolescence and adolescence (Glisson et al., 2002) and with both African
American and White children (Tyson & Glisson, 2005).
The measure targets both internalizing and externalizing behaviors, and according
to Glisson et al, (2002) the broad dimensions of externalizing and internalizing
symptoms, “are stable indicators of a child’s overall mental health and functioning,
whereas more narrow dimensions are less stable” (p. 86). Using the findings of the factor
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loadings from their study that sampled 3,790 children, four questions, two from the
Externalizing Scale and two from the Internalizing Scale had factor loadings of .59 and
above for both boys and girls and both preadolescents and adolescents, the highest of all
the factor loads for each of the four groups (Glisson et al, 2002). Thus, those four
abbreviated questions were included in the current study’s survey to provide a control
that did not necessitate the participant to complete a full survey. Each item was scored
using three potential responses (0=never, 1=sometimes, and 2=often) (Tyson & Glisson,
2005). According to Stanton et al. (2002), looking at the factor loading of survey items
and selecting the items with the highest loads is a way to reduce the number of questions
while retaining the basic construct of the survey. The four abbreviated items were child,
“threatens people”, “no respect for others”, “unhappy, sad, depressed”, and “worries”. A
mean score was determined, with a higher score indicating a higher level of behavioral
and or mental health problems. Although not the full measure, the process of determining
the mean score aligns with the process used for the full measure (Glisson et al., 2002).
The Cronbach’s alpha for the study sample was .74 indicating an acceptable level of
reliability (George and Mallery (2003).
3.7.7

Child Diagnosed with a Disability

With regard to whether or not the child has a disability, the caregiver was asked,
“Has the child you are caring for been diagnosed with a physical or mental disability?
Answer options were “yes” or “no”. If yes, participant was asked to write in the diagnosis
or diagnoses.
3.7.8

Child’s Trauma Exposure

To determine if the child had experienced trauma, the participant was asked, “Has
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the child you are focusing on been exposed to a traumatic event (such as, physical or
sexual abuse, death of a parent, natural disaster, violence) prior to being in your care?
Answer options were yes, no, don’t know, prefer not to answer.

3.8

Demographics
The following additional demographics were gathered on the kinship care

provider, state and county, sex (measure by categories male, female), employment status,
income, race, education, type of placement- formal or informal, religious affiliation and
importance, presence of other adults in the home and number of months proving care. In
addition to the provider, demographics on the child were also obtained including age,
gender, and number of months in care. The purpose of these demographic questions was
to capture a profile of the participant’s and children in the study.

3.9

Open-ended Questions
The use of open-ended questions in survey research is important in that they allow

participants to share their own answers in their own words (Rubin & Babbie, 2014). For
this study, the questions were used to target key areas of focus to aid in understanding the
kinship care provider’s experiences as a provider and in caring for the focal child. For
instance, the questions that targeted the best and worst aspect of being a kinship care
provider and what it is most difficult and the best thing about caring for the focal child.
The seven open-ended questions that were asked were;
(1) What made you decide to care for the kinship care child(ren)?
(2) Since becoming a kinship care provider, what are you most concerned about?
(3) What is the best thing about being a kinship care provider?
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4) What is the worst thing about being a kinship care provider?
(5) What is most difficult about caring for the child you have identified?
(6) What is the best thing about caring for the child you have identified?
(7) What else would you like to share that you think is important for others to know about
your experience of being a kinship care provider?

3.10 Analytic Plan
The first step was to enter and clean all data into SPSS 27. For the PSI-SF, no
surveys had more than one missing answer per subscale in each of the measures; thus, the
mean score was able to be used to address missing data (Abidin, 2012). For instance, as
long as there was only one item missing within a subscale, the subscale can still be
calculated. The missing item was given the mean score of the combined items in the
subscale. This same process of calculating a mean score was applied to the EAS
temperament subscales and the intensity of parenting tasks subscale of the Daily
Parenting Hassles measure (Mertler & Vannatta, 2013). For the Parenting Daily Hassles,
there were 5 or 4.7% of the sample that had missing data that could not be managed due
to the number of questions not answered; thus, those answers were not included in the
analysis. Other questions used as control variables also had missing answers, such as
relationship to primary parent (2 missing answers), child’s behavior, provider emotional
well-being and reason for placement (each with one missing answer). Since a response
could not be imputed, those responses were excluded from analyses.
All necessary recoding and/or creating of new variables was conducted for both
the PSI and the EAS, in order to calculate total and subscale scores. For the PSI-SF, for
each of the subscales and the total parenting stress score, the raw score was converted
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into the percentage and then coded as Stressed or Not Stressed based on meeting the
measures’ clinical cut off of scoring in the 85% and above. According to the measure, a
score of 84% and below is considered in the normal range. For the EAS temperament
scale, the score is the mean of the questions which target each of the four temperament
traits. As previously indicated, a constructed variable for relationship of kinship care
provider to primary parent and reason (drug and alcohol abuse) was developed. Final
sample size adjusted for missing data, discussed in more detail later, was 106. Of the 106,
there was missing data for some of the control questions and for the intensity of parenting
tasks resulting in analysis ranging from 94-97 participants. Thus, the number of controls
were reduced from eight to three to maintain the 1-10 ratio. The three control variables
were those with the highest correlations, see Table 3.1. According to Cohen (1992), one
can still test a hypothesis even when needing to reduce and or combine variables. The
implications of this reduction in sample size will be addressed in the discussion of study
limitations.
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Table 3.1: Bivariate Relationships (Phi, Etna) Between Control and Dependent Variables

Next, descriptive statistics for the study sample as a whole were run to determine
the frequencies, means and standard deviations of the variables. In order to test for
multicollinearity, a concern in logistic regression, linear regression was used to determine
the variance inflation factor (VIF) (Midi et al., 2010). None of the predictor variables
were above 2.0 indicating that multicollinearity was not an issue (Field, 2018).
Crosstabs were run for the categorical predictor variables and dependent
variables. For trauma and total parenting stress one cell had four cases and for difficult
child one cell had three cases. There were 3 cells that had fewer than 5 cases, two had
four and one had three. This will be addressed in the limitations. According to Warner
(2008), logistic regression may not produce accurate results when there are cells with
fewer than 5 cases. They recommended combining groups or not including them in the
analysis.
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For the continuous variables, box plots were run to identify outliers in child’s
behavior and intensity of parenting tasks. For child’s behavior, one case was identified
and retained to maintain the 1-10 ratio of cases. This will be addressed in the limitations.

3.11 Hypothesis Testing
Binary logistic regression is used to test models and predict membership in groups
when exploring a dichotomous or binary dependent variable and does not require certain
assumptions be met about the distribution of the predictor variables (Hilbe, 2016;
Merttler & Vandanttta, 2013). A strength of logistic regression for this study is that it can
analyze predictor variables that are dichotomous, discreet and/or continuous which is the
case in this study (Merttler & Vandanttta, 2013).

3.12 Analysis of Open-ended Questions
The purpose of the open-ended questions was to capture kinship care provider’s
subjective experience in a number of areas. The questions were broad in design in order
to best capture what was most relevant to the provider while also considering specifics of
the study focus such as, what made the provider decide to care for the child(ren), their
concerns as a kinship care provider, and experiences in caring for the focal child.
According to Fowler (2014), survey participants like to be able to answer some questions
in their own words. In terms of reliability, each participant was asked the same set of
open ended questions and the questions were worded using simple language (Fowler,
2014). In order to analyze the responses, using guidelines set forth by Bailey (2007) and
Poppin (2015) on coding, the responses to each question were entered verbatim into
Excel. Next, each response was read and key words and phrases from the responses
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themselves were initially coded. The next step entailed using focused coding or axial
coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) to combine responses to create a larger category.
Responses that were unique were retained and not subsumed into a larger group. Last,
using content analysis, defined as a way to turn qualitative data into quantitative data
(Rubin & Babbie, 2014), the number of times the key words and or phrases were
mentioned, for a specific question, was counted to gain a sense of frequency of shared
answers across the participants (Poppin, 2015).

3.13 Chapter Summary
This chapter provided an overview of the study including the type of study,
sampling and study participants, measures and the analyses run to identify the
demographics of the study participants and test the hypotheses. Attention was paid to
cleaning the data, management of missing data and recoding to ensure that analysis
addressed those factors most salient. For instance, number of cases per cell is an
important consideration and ensuring that there are not too many cells with fewer than 5
cases. Finally, addressing the 1-10 ratio was important. Thus, selecting the five control
variables with the highest correlations was done to retain the important nature of control
variables while also retaining the variables of interest to the study.
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4
4.1

FINDINGS

Introduction
This chapter presents the findings from the analyses. This will consist of the

findings and explanation of tables, additional detailed information can be found in the
tables. The chapter will first present the demographic overview of the sample, statistics
on the independent and dependent variables, findings of the hypotheses testing, and last,
the shared responses and frequencies from the analysis of the open-ended questions.

4.2

Demographics
Table 4.1 provides the sample demographics for the kinship care providers. Table

4.2 provides an overview of demographics for the child. The tables provide means,
standard deviations (SD), frequency and percentage, as indicated. A general profile of the
provider and child will be presented. For additional details consult the table.
With regard to the kinship care providers, 54.7% were from the state of Ohio,
40.6% from Kentucky, and 3.8% from states other than Ohio and Kentucky. The other
states may have been due to the survey being available on Facebook and/or snowball
sampling. Although the study recruited participants primarily from Ohio and Kentucky,
the inclusion of kinship care providers outside these states will not negatively impact the
findings as there were no state-specific variables included in the study. A range of
counties were represented in both states, 12 different counties in Kentucky and 7 different
counties in Ohio, allowing for a variety of geographic locations. The vast majority of
providers were female (93%) and white (70%) with a mean age of approximately 53
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years, ranging from 24 to 84 years of age. For type of arrangement, the majority were
formal at 83 percent. Almost half of the providers are married (49%), 35% are working
full-time, and 28% are retired. There was a wide distribution of income over seven
different brackets ranging from under $15,000 to over $150,000. The largest percentage
of the participants (27%) indicated the $30,000-$49,999 category and 61% of the
participants indicated receiving state assistance.
For relationship of the kinship care provider to the child, 57% indicated
“grandmother”, thus, 43% were not grandparents. This 43% cuts across multiple
relationship types with the next largest group being “aunt” at 8.5%. In addition to the
options provided on the survey, participants identified six other relationship types which
included step-grandmother/grandfather/great aunt, second cousin and family
friend/friend. In total, thirteen different relationship types were indicated. For relationship
of the kinship care provider to the primary parent, the largest percentage was “mother” at
45% with the next largest types at 7% each, being cousin and friend/friend of family/not
related.
Analysis of the surveys indicated that, although a small percentage (4), some
participants identified their relationship to the child as “grandmother” yet did not identify
“mother/step mother” of the primary parent. For example, one participant answered
grandmother for the question, relationship to the child, but then indicated she was not
related to the primary parent. This suggests that “grandmother” may be a relationship
term used even when there is no biological relationship. As with the previous relationship
question, in response to the question of relationship to the child’s primary parent,
participants identified 12 additional relationship types which included step-mother/father,
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mother-in-law, and son’s girlfriend, and daughter resulting in a total of 17 different
relationship types. For custody status, 51% of the sample has custody and 47% does not.
The number of children in the home ranged from 1-8 with a mean of 2.35 (1.48), with
66% of the sample having 1 or 2 children in the home. In a comparison to the number of
children in the home versus the number of children the provider was caring for, the
means were almost identical at 2.35 and 2.36 respectively. Indicating that the vast
majority of kinship care providers (76%) were caring only for the kinship child(ren) and
not both their own child(ren) and kinship child(ren). In terms of the provider’s physical
and mental emotional health and coping, the sample is faring well. Using a 1= poor to 5=excellent scale, for physical and mental/emotional health, the mean is 3.3(.91) for
physical health, and 3.5(1.0) for mental emotional health. For coping, 92.5% indicated
they are either coping very well (39%) or sometimes well (54%). Finally, the length of
time the provider has been caring for a kinship child(ren) ranged from 1 month to 17
years 11 months with the mean of 4.45 (4.36) years, indicting a sample that has being
caring for the child for several years.
Prior to presenting the profile of the child of focus, it is important to note that the
survey asked the provider to focus on only one of the children for whom they were
caring, and when providing care for more than one child, the youngest of the children
should be selected. The mean age of the identified child is 6 years 5 months with a range
of ages from 4 months to 17 years 11months (see Table 2). More specifically, in terms of
development, 14% of the sample were infants (0-12 months), 12% toddlers (13-35
months), 28% early childhood (ages 3-6), 24% middle childhood (ages 7-12), and 21%
adolescents (ages 13-18). The majority of the sample were female (59%) and have been
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in care on average for three and a half years (3.5 years). The difference in the length of
time the provider has been caring for a kinship care child and the length of time they have
been caring for the identified child is due to the provider having been a provider for other
kinship children prior to caring for the identified child and or having an older sibling and
taking another sibling after they were born. With regard to the reason the child is in care,
the highest percentage of care providers (76) indicated drug and alcohol issue of primary
parent as the only reason or one of the reasons. The next most frequently mentioned
reason was child neglect (48%). Respondents identified 17 different reasons as to why the
child was in their care; reasons included the parent being homeless, the child being
abandoned by the parent and parent being involved in the sex trade to name a few.
In terms of the child’s trauma exposure per the providers report, 45% were
exposed to trauma and for whether or not the child has been diagnosed with a disability,
31% were diagnosed with a disability. Of the children identified by the provider to have a
physical or mental disability, those providers identified 29 different diagnoses. Of those
diagnoses, the most common diagnosis was ADHD (12%), with the next most common
diagnosis being PTSD (9%). Finally, for child’s behavior, the mean score for that
measure was .62 (sd= .50) with a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 2; even more relevant
is that the modal response was 0 meaning that the child was rated by the provider as
“never” displaying any of the four behaviors used to measure child’s behavior,
representing 26% of the sample.
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Table 4.1
Demographic Characteristics of Sample for Kinship Care Provider
______________________________________________________________________
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Table 4.2: Demographic Characteristics of Sample for Kinship Care Child
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4.3

Descriptive Statistics
In addition to the demographic profile, a review of the descriptive statistics for the

independent and dependent variables is provided. As indicated in Table 4.3, 22% of the
sample had a PSI-SF score of 85% or above, the clinical cut off indicating being stressed
for total parenting stress. For the subscales, 26% of participants had scores that placed
them at or above the 85% cutoff for Parental Distress (PD); 25% hit the clinical cut off
for Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscale (P-CDI); and 22% hit the clinical cut
off for the Difficult Child subscale (DC). More than a fifth of the sample hit the clinical
cut off for total parenting stress and the difficult child subscale. Finally, for the subscales
of parental distress and parent-child dysfunction, a fourth of the sample were identified as
stressed. Alternatively, for total parenting stress and each of the subscales, the vast
majority of participants did not hit the clinical cut off for stress.
For the independent variables, each will be discussed. First, the mean scores of
the current sample for the temperament traits are emotionality (2.76); sociability (3.28);
activity (3.71) and shyness (2.62). Thus, the children’s temperament traits reflect a
sample that was more activity oriented and sociable, than emotional and shy.
With regard to the intensity of parenting tasks, the mean score was 17.14
(standard deviation (sd) = 7.4) with scores from a minimum of 8 to a maximum of 40.
This indicates an overall lower that average level of intensity with regard to of the
parenting tasks.
The percentage of the sample for the combined variable of relationship to primary
parent (parent) and reason for placement (drug and alcohol) was 44%. Meaning, 44% of
the participants were both a parent of the child’s primary parent and indicated drugs and
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alcohol as a reason for placement. The remaining 52% of the sample were either not the
parent or did not indicate drug and alcohol as a reason for the placement. There were four
cases that had missing data; thus, they were not included.
Table 4.3: Means, Frequencies, and Cronbach’s Alphas for Dependent and Independent
Variables

4.4

Hypotheses Testing
This section will provide an overview of hypothesis testing for the dependent
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variables of total parenting stress and each of the three subscales, parental distress,
parent-child dysfunctional interaction, and difficult child. The overview will include the
four models tested for the independent and control variables, the findings, and the initial
and final trimmed models along with tables reporting the relevant statistics. After running
the initial analyses with all relevant predictors and control variables included, backward
LR was used to generate the coefficients presented in the tables representing the trimmed
model. The Backward LR method was selected due to that method starting with all of the
variables of the model and taking out those variables that are not significantly
contributing to explanation in order to arrive at a trimmed parsimonious model.
Model (M1) included the four temperament traits (Emotionality, Activity,
Sociability, and Shyness), relationship/reason (Rel/Reas), and intensity of parenting
tasks, along with three control variables (kinship care provider’s age, child’s behavior,
and child diagnosed with a disability) to predict parenting stress (Clinical Cut off for
Stressed versus Not).
Model 2 (M2) predicting parenting distress (Clinical Cut off for Stressed versus
Not) included the four temperament trait subscales (Emotionality, Activity, Sociability,
and Shyness), relationship/reason (Rel/Reas), and intensity of parenting tasks, along with
the three control variables, kinship care provider’s age, provider’s rating of coping, and
provider’s emotional/mental health.
Model 3(M3), examined the four temperament traits (Emotionality, Activity,
Sociability, and Shyness), relationship/reason (Rel/Reas), and intensity of parenting tasks
as predictors of parent-child dysfunctional interaction (Clinical cut off of stressed versus
Not), while controlling for kinship care provider’s age, child’s behavior, and child
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diagnosed with a disability.
Finally, for Model 4 (M4) the four temperament traits (Emotionality, Activity,
Sociability, and Shyness), relationship/reason (Rel/Reas), and intensity of parenting tasks
along with the three control variables, kinship care provider’s age, provider’s rating of
coping, and provider’s emotional/mental health, were included as predictors of the
difficult child subscale (Clinical cut off of Stressed versus Not).
4.4.1

Model 1: Hypothesis Testing for Total Parenting Stress

To test the hypotheses that emotionality, sociability, shyness, and activity,
relationship and reason (Rel/Reas), and intensity of parenting tasks, would be significant
predictors of total parenting stress, a step model was run, for total parenting stress, with
the predictors in the first block and the controls of kinship care providers age, child’s
behavior, and child diagnosed with a disability in the second, see table 4.4. A trimmed
model was generated using backward LR logistic regressions, see Table 4.5. In M1, the
model was significant with the inclusion of predictors resulting in improvement in the
correct classification of total cases from 77.7% to 89.4%, [-2 Log likelihood (-2LL) =
47.125, X2 52.738; p < .001, Nagelkerke R2 = .656]. The inclusion of the control variable
in the second block of the step model increased classification of those who were at or
above the clinical cut off for stress by 20% (from 52.4% to 71.4%).
It was hypothesized that temperament traits will predict total parenting stress (H1),
with higher levels of emotionality (H1a); activity (H1d), and shyness (H1c) predictive of
greater likelihood of total parenting stress; and higher levels of sociability predictive of
less likelihood of total parenting stress (H1b). For temperament, emotionality, activity,
sociability, and shyness were not significant predictors of total parenting stress in the step
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model (see Table 4.4). The trait of sociability was a significant predictor and in the
hypothesized direction in the trimmed model, see Table 4.5, controlling for age of the
kinship care provider, the child’s behavior, and if child diagnosed with a disability.
Specifically, a one unit increase in sociability decreases the odds of being stressed by
75%. Thus, the hypothesis (H1) that child temperament will predict parenting stress was
partially met with H1b being supported, but not hypotheses H1a, H1c, and H1d.
It was hypothesized that the relationship of the kinship care provider to the child’s
primary parent, specifically parents-mothers and fathers, in conjunction with the reason
for placement being drug and alcohol will predict greater likelihood of total parenting
stress (H2). For relationship and reason, this variable was significant in the step model
(see 4.4), but lost significance in the trimmed model (see Table 4.5). Thus, H2 was not
supported.
It was hypothesized that higher intensity of parenting tasks will predict greater
likelihood of total parenting stress (H3). With regard to the intensity of parenting tasks,
this variable was not a significant predictor in the step model (see Table 4.4) but was in
the trimmed model, see Table 4.5. Specifically, for every unit increase in intensity there
is a 15% greater likelihood of being stressed. Thus, the hypothesis (H3) that intensity of
parenting tasks will predict parenting stress was supported.
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Table 4.4: Model 1 Logistic regression model predicting total parenting stress

Table 4.5: Model 1 Final logistic regression model predicting total parenting stress

4.4.2

Model 2: Hypothesis Testing for Parental Distress Subscale

To test the hypotheses that temperament traits of emotionality, sociability,
shyness, and activity, relationship and reason, and intensity of parenting tasks, would be
significant predictors of stress as measured by the parental distress subscale, a step model
was run, for parental distress subscale, with the predictors in the first block and the
controls of kinship care providers age, kinship care providers level of coping and
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emotional mental health in the second, see table 4.6. For the final model, a trimmed
model was generated using backward LR logistic regressions, see Table 4.7. M2 was
significant and increased correct classification of total cases from 72% to 83.5% [-2 Log
likelihood (-2LL) = 72.605, X2 42.125; p < .001, Nagelkerke R2 = .508]. The inclusion of
the control variable in the second block of the step model increased classification of those
who were at or above the clinical cut off for stress by 8% (from 55.6 to 63%).
It was hypothesized that temperament will predict stress in the parental distress
subscale (H1), with higher levels of emotionality, activity, and shyness predicting greater
likelihood of stress (H1a, H1c, H1d) and higher levels of sociability predicting less
likelihood of stress (H1b). For temperament, emotionality, sociability, activity, and
shyness were not significant predictors in the step model when controlling for age of the
provider, and the emotional mental health and coping. However, in the final trimmed
model activity was a significant predictor but not in the hypothesized direction. For every
unit increase in activity there is a 56% decrease in the odds of being stressed. It was
hypothesized that higher activity would increase the odds of being stressed in the parental
distress subscale. Thus, H1; H1a - H1d were not supported.
It was hypothesized that the relationship of the kinship care provider to the child’s
primary parent, specifically parents-mothers and fathers, in conjunction with the reason
for placement being drug and alcohol will predict greater likelihood of stress in the
parental distress subscale. The relationship and reason was not a significant predictor in
either the step model or final model. Thus, this hypothesis was not supported.
It was hypothesized that higher intensity of parenting tasks will predict greater
likelihood of stress in the parental distress subscale. The intensity of parenting tasks was
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a significant predictor in the step (see Table 4.6) and final model (see Table 4.7).
Specifically, for every unit increase in intensity there is a 17% increase in the odds of
being stressed in the parental distress subscale. Thus, the hypothesis is supported.
Table 4.6: Model 2 Logistic regression model predicting parental distress

Table 4.7: Model 2 Final logistic regression model predicting parental distress

4.4.3

Model 3: Hypothesis Testing for Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction Subscale
To test the hypotheses that emotionality, sociability, shyness, and activity,

relationship and reason, and intensity of parenting tasks, would be significant predictors
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of stress as measured by the parent-child dysfunctional interaction subscale, a step model
was run with the predictors in the first block and the controls of kinship care providers
age, child’s behavior, and child diagnosed with a disability in the second, see table 4.8. A
trimmed model was generated using backward LR logistic regressions, see Table 4.9. In
M3, the model was significant and improved correct classification of cases from 74.5% to
86.2%, [-2 Log likelihood (-2LL) = 64.004, X2 42.800; p < .001, Nagelkerke R2 = .539].
The inclusion of the control variable in the second block of the step model increased
classification of those who were at or above the clinical cut off for stress by only 4%
(from 58.3 to 62.5%).
It was hypothesized that temperament will predict stress in the parent-child
dysfunctional interaction subscale with higher levels of emotionality, shyness, and
activity predicting greater likelihood of stress and higher levels of sociability predicting
less likelihood of stress. For temperament, the traits of emotionality, sociability, and
activity were not significant predictors in the step model, however, shyness gained
significance in the final model. Specifically, for every one unit increase in shyness there
is a 92.5% increase in the odds of being stressed in the parent-child dysfunctional
interaction subscale. Thus, the hypothesis that child temperament would predict stress in
parent-child dysfunctional interaction subscale (H1) was partially supported along with
H1c. Other hypotheses (H1a H1b or H1d) were not supported.
It was hypothesized that the relationship of the kinship care provider to the child’s
primary parent, specifically parents-mothers and fathers, in conjunction with the reason
for placement being drug and alcohol will predict greater likelihood of stress in the
parent-child dysfunctional interaction subscale. In the step and final model, the variable
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relationship and reason was not a significant predictor. Thus, this hypothesis (H2) was not
supported.
It was hypothesized that higher intensity of parenting tasks will predict greater
likelihood of stress in the parent-child dysfunctional interaction subscale. The intensity of
parenting tasks was a significant predictor in the step and final model. Specifically, for
every unit increase in intensity of parenting tasks there is a 12% increase in the likelihood
of being stressed in the parent-child dysfunctional interaction subscale (see Table 4.9).
Thus, the hypothesis (H3) is supported.
Table 4.8: Model 3 Logistic regression model predicting stress in parent-child
dysfunctional interaction
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Table 4.9: M3 Final Logistic regression predicting stress in parent-child dysfunctional
interaction

4.4.4

Model 4: Hypothesis Testing for Difficult Child Subscale

To test the hypotheses that emotionality, sociability, shyness, and activity,
relationship and reason, and intensity of parenting tasks, would be significant predictors
of stress as measured by the difficult child subscale, a step model was run with the
predictors in the first block and the controls of kinship care providers age, child’s
behavior, and child diagnosed with a disability in the second, see table 4.10. A trimmed
model was generated using backward LR logistic regressions, see Table 4.11. In M4, the
model was significant and improved classification of all cases from 77.7% to 90.4% [2LL= 43.509, X2 56.354; p < .000, Nagelkerke R sq= .689]. The inclusion of the control
variable in the second block of the step model increased classification of those who were
at or above the clinical cut off for stress by 30% (from 42.9.4% to 71.4%).
It was hypothesized that temperament will predict stress in the difficult child
subscale with higher levels of emotionality, shyness, and activity predicting greater
likelihood of stress, and higher levels of sociability predicting less likelihood of stress. In
terms of temperament, the traits of emotionality and shyness were predictors of stress in
step model (see Table 4.10) and retained their significance in the final model (See Table
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4.11). Specifically, for emotionality, for every one unit increase in emotionality there is
2.7 times the likelihood of being stressed in the difficult child subscale. With regard to
shyness, for every one unit increase in shyness there is 2.6 times the likelihood of being
stressed in the difficult child subscale. The traits of sociality and activity were not
significant predictors of stress in the difficult child subscale in the step or final model
(see Tables 4.10 & 4.11) Thus, the hypothesis (H1) that child temperament will predict
stress in the difficult child subscale is partially supported. The hypotheses (H1a, H1c) that
higher levels of emotionality and shyness would predict stress were supported. The
hypotheses (H1b, H1a) that sociability, and activity would predict stress were not
supported.
It was hypothesized that the relationship of the kinship care provider to the child’s
primary parent, specifically parents-mothers and fathers, in conjunction with the reason
for placement being drug and alcohol will predict greater likelihood of parenting stress.
The variable, relationship and reason, was not a significant predictor in the step or final
model. Thus, this hypothesis H2 was not supported.
It was hypothesized that higher intensity of parenting tasks will predict greater
likelihood of stress in the difficult child subscale. The intensity of parenting tasks was not
a significant predictor (see Table 4.10) in the step model but gained significance in the
final model (see Table 4.11) Specifically, for every one unit increase in intensity of
parenting tasks there is a 13% increase in the odds of being stressed in the difficult child
subscale. Thus, this hypothesis (H3) is supported.
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Table 4.10: Model 4 Logistic regression model predicting stress in difficult child

Table 4.11: M4 Final logistic regression model predicting stress in the difficult child
subscale

4.5

Summary of Hypothesis Testing
Table 4.12 provides an overview of the predictors that were significant for each of

the models’ tested. In M1, the model was significant and improved classification of cases.
The variables that were significant predictors of total parenting stress were the
temperament trait sociality, and the intensity of the parenting tasks. However, the
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temperament traits emotionality, activity, and shyness and the relationship and reason
variable were not significant predictors. M2 was also significant and improved
classification of cases. In that model, the variables that were significant predictors of
stress in the parental distress subscale were the temperament trait activity and the
intensity of parenting tasks. However, activity was not in the hypothesized direction;
thus, that hypothesis was not met. The temperament traits emotionality, sociability, and
shyness and the relationship and reason variable were not significant predictors. For M3,
the model was significant and improved classification of cases. The variables that were
significant predictors of stress in the parent-child dysfunctional interaction subscale were
the temperament trait shyness and intensity of parenting tasks. The temperament traits
emotionality, activity, and shyness and the relationship and reason variable were not
significant predictors. Finally, M4 was significant and improved classification of cases.
The variables that were significant predictors were the temperament traits emotionality
and shyness and the intensity of parenting tasks. The temperament traits activity and
sociability and the relationship and reason variable were not significant predictors.
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Table 4.12: Significant Predictors for Total Parenting Stress and Subscales PD, P-CDI,
and DC for Models Tested

4.6

Analysis of Open-Ended Questions
In order to allow participants to share their subjective experiences related to being

a kinship care provider and inform the results of the hypothesis testing, several openended questions were asked. The seven open-ended questions focused on what made the
provider decide to care for the child, their primary concerns as a kinship care provider,
what is the best and worst thing about being a kinship care provider, specifics related to
caring for the identified child, and anything else they would like others to know. Using
content analysis and guidelines set forth by Bailey (2007) on coding, the responses to
each question were entered verbatim into Excel. Next, key words and phrases were
initially coded. The next step entails using focused coding or axial coding (Strauss &
Corbin, 1990) to combine responses to create a larger category. Responses that were
unique were retained and not subsumed into a larger group. For instance, in response to
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the question, what made you decide to care for the kinship child, a key word that emerged
was the child’s safety, another was child’s wellbeing, another was children needed to stay
together for their wellbeing, and another was the child needed help. These key words and
phrases were then grouped together in the child’s wellbeing group reflecting the idea of
moving from a literal code to a more conceptual code (Bailey, 2007). The number of
times the literal code was found was counted to provide a sense of the frequency of that
key word or phrase. In order to address validity or trustworthiness (Bailey, 2007;
Cypress, 2017) the coding included the key words and phrases thus ensuring accuracy in
meaning and consistency across respondents. For instance, the word “family” and the
phases “he’s family”, “she’s family”, or “keep the child with family” became the larger
category “family ties”.
Table 4.13 lists the shared and unique categories and tally of the number of times
mentioned for the open-ended questions. It is important to note that the numbers do not
add up to 106 as many participants included more than one idea in the answer to a
specific question. For instance, in response to the question of why did the provider decide
to care for the child, one person said to “avoid foster care and keep the children together”.
Thus, this answer was considered two separate responses, one for the shared category of
preventing the children from going into foster care (avoid foster care) and two, the shared
category of the children’s wellbeing and enabling them to stay to together (child’s
wellbeing). Also, not all participants answered all the questions with the exception of the
first question, what made you decide to care for the kinship child? Thirteen participants
skipped he last question, what would you like other kinship care providers to know? The
number of responses for the other questions are indicated in the table. In the presentation
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of findings that follows, the number of respondents who endorsed a construct is included
in parentheses.
Question 1: What made you decide to care for the kinship child(ren)?
For Q1, the most mentioned response (31) was related to the child being family
and family ties. One participant stated, “Family, she's my granddaughter. I think it's best
for a child to be with family first if possible”. Most of the answers that were grouped into
the construct of family were straightforward and simply stated the child was family. The
next most mentioned reason was so that the child did not go into foster care (28).
Following that, participants cited the reason for the placement itself as why they took the
child into care (22). One participant stated, “Because they lived in a nasty home with no
food, bugs everywhere no blankets sheets on beds and found out they were tied up in
their rooms. There moms were bad women and my son was in prison and had no say so
about anything.” The other themes included love, the child’s wellbeing, and one
participant stated they wanted to help.
Question 2: Since becoming a kinship care provider, what are you most concerned
about?
For the second question, with regard to concerns, the most frequently mentioned
response was concern about the child’s future and wellbeing (31). This perspective is
exemplified by one participant who stated, “What will happen to her if I can't continue to
do it if mom doesn't get better”? The second most commonly identified concern was
financial and the ability to meet the child’s basic needs (17). The kinship caregiver’s age
and concern about being able to fulfill their role as well as concern about the plan and
permanency was identified by nine participants. Concerns about the biological parents
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and the impact of their actions and behavior on the child was the fourth most mentioned
(8). One participant mentioned they were concerned about the, “parent’s revenge”. There
were eleven additional areas of concern making up 16 different concerns.
Question 3: What is the best thing about being a kinship care provider?
For this question, the most frequently mentioned response was love and happiness
(26), followed by child being safe and having stability (22). One respondent stated, “I
know that this child is OK and is in a stable and supportive environment”. The next most
common response involved being a caregiver (20) and was best reflected in these two
answers, “Kids keep me active and I learn a lot of things I wouldn't know otherwise. Kid
culture and outings or events I may have never known about or attended” and “Spending
time with her 24/7. Watching her go through her growing stages, walking, talking.
Watching how her mind works. Her smiles, her love and laughter. Such a Joy!” Knowing
that a child’s needs were being was next (19) and the importance of the child being with
family and family ties was also stated (13).
Question 4: What is the worst thing about being a kinship care provider?
In response to this question, respondents indicated the impact on their own lives
as a result of caregiving (18) most frequently. One respondent stated, “I was done
parenting and had ideas about things I wanted to accomplish during retirement. There's
no time for those things. But this grandchild is growing up, so maybe I'll just have gotten
a later start on those retirement dreams.” This response was followed by the impact of the
parent on the child and/or dealing with parents (15) and dealing with children’s services
(13) as the next two most frequently mentioned. With regard to parent impact, one
caregiver stated, “I also can tell when his mother is in contact with him because he
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isolates himself more and becomes more depressed.” Concerns about parenting and lack
of help/resources were next most often cited (12).
Question 5: What is most difficult about caring for the child you identified?
For this question, the participants most frequently identified managing the child’s
behavior (20) and specifically, as one participant stated, “The temper tantrums, and the
youngest child not listening.” Interestingly, the next most mentioned responses were
related more to the caregiver qualities/attributes/experiences (14). These answers
included things like, “low energy, my age, caring for a child I don’t know, nothing like
raising my own, and not being mentally available” to mention a few. One participant also
cited guilt, stating, “I find myself struggling with -guilt- and how I should do what would
be best for my granddaughter. There are things I want to do-like completely break from
all contact with the parents but this is not what my granddaughter wants or needs”. The
fourth most mentioned answer was “nothing” (10).
Question 6: What is the best thing about caring for the child you identified?
In response to this question, the love and affection from the child was most often
stated (26). This was followed by watching the child grow and develop (23) and loving
the child (21). In terms of watching the child grow and develop, one participant stated,
“Watching her defeat the odds of a child whose parent used drugs the entire pregnancy.”
The fourth most stated category was knowing the child was being cared for (16).
Independent of this was knowing the child was safe (7).
Question 7: What else would you like to share that you think is important for others to
know about your experience of being a kinship care provider?
For this question, although most of the responses focused on the participant’s
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experience, there were a few which focused on what they wanted to share with other
providers. In terms of the caregiver’s own experience, most shared that is was a positive
experience (14). The next most mentioned response were caregiver words of wisdom
(12), these included statements like, “be patient, be honest with the child, remind the
child that it is not their fault, and have faith”. Lack of financial help was mentioned the
next most often (12). This was followed by responses indicating both a negative
experience and equally positive and negative experience (9). The ying and yang nature of
this theme is best explained by the responses, “It's hard. Physically, emotionally draining.
You lose friends and family, you feel alone, financially drained and scared of what's to
come up next and how to pay for it, but the joy of seeing their faces every morning and
tucking them in every night give you hope that all your sacrifices will help them
overcome all the obstacles they have ahead of them.”
Response Categories that Inform the Hypothesis Testing. The responses which
emerged from the open-ended questions most salient to the hypothesis testing on the
relationship of child temperament, relationship to primary parent and reason for
placement, and intensity of parenting tasks to parenting stress in kinship care providers
are as follows. With regard to parenting stress, the Parent Stress Index- Short Form
measures stress across three domains, Parental Distress, Parent-Child Dysfunctional
Interaction, and Difficult Child, although not in these specific words, the responses
reflected key aspects of these domains.
First, in terms of overall mention of parenting and parenting stress, in response to
what the providers were most concerned about, parenting/disciplining was mentioned but
only two times indicating that this was not a major concern for the sample. However,
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with regard to the worst thing about being a kinship care provider, parenting was more
frequently mentioned (12) as well as stress. However, stress was mentioned only twice
and the specific nature of the stress was not indicated. Parenting emerged again in
response to what is most difficult about caring for the identified child as the third most
frequently mentioned response (13). With regard to potential stress related to the role of
parenting, the impact of caregiving on the provider’s life was most frequently mentioned
(18) in response to what is the worst thing about being a kinship care provider. This
findings suggests that caregiving is negatively impacting their life. In terms of the impact
of interacting with the child and the child’s behavior, two other domain areas
undergirding parenting stress, on the kinship share provider, managing the child’s
behavior, in general, was the most frequently mentioned response (20) but the more
specific response of managing the child’s disability, diagnosis and delays was also
mentioned (8). Thus, any mention of the child’s behavior, disability, diagnosis, and
delays was almost twice as often mentioned as the next response, to this question.
Similarly, the child’s emotional/mental problems was mentioned by 6 respondents as the
factor they were most concerned about since begin a kinship care provider. Indicating this
aspect of parenting as a shared concern and one that could be impacting parenting in the
sample. Although, the child’s behavior was mentioned frequently, there was no specific
mention of temperament in the responses. However, it is interesting to note that the
child’s attributes such as personality and age were mentioned as being the best thing
about the identified child. Albeit only eight respondents, there was an awareness of child
level attributes. As stated earlier, temperament undergirds personality and behavior
(Buss, 1995); thus, the lack of any mention of temperament may have more to do with the
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respondents not being more widely aware of the construct than the child’s temperament
not being a factor in the parenting.
In terms of the variable of relationship to the primary parent and reason for
placement, again there was no explicit mention of this factor in the answers to the open
ended questions. However, the theme of concerns around dealing with biological parents
and their impact on the provider and child was mentioned in four of the seven questions
(#2, #4, #5, & #7). The impact of the parent on the child and provider dealing with the
parent was the second most frequently mentioned response to Question #2 (15). Also,
citing the reason itself for why the provider decided to care for the child was the third
most frequently mentioned response with almost half of the 22 respondents who provided
that answer indicating drugs as the reason.
Finally, the challenges of parenting, indicated in the responses, such as being able
to fulfill the role, and the role being hard were mentioned in questions #2, #5, and #7,
with responses referencing both challenges in parenting, and actual caring for the child.
For instance, providers most often mentioned the challenge of disciplining across the
three questions. Parenting and caring for the child was the third most often response to
question #5 (13), “what is most difficult about caring for the child you have identified?”
In contrast, the caregiving role itself, which includes the tasks associated with being a
caregiver, was the third most frequently mentioned theme (20) for the question, what is
the best thing about being a kinship care provider? Meaning, that for this sample many
participants saw their caregiving role as a positive aspect of being a kinship care
provider.
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Table 4.13: Shared and Unique Response Categories and Frequency Mentioned of
Answers to Open-ended Questions
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4.7

Chapter Summary
This chapter provided an overview of the findings in three areas. First, the

demographics for provider and child were presented as well as an overview of the study
variables. Second, the results of the hypotheses testing for the study were presented and
tables outlined the regression statistics for the models. Last, the shared responses and
frequencies of the analysis of the open-ended questions was presented. A discussion of
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these findings will be presented in chapter 5.
5
5.1

DISCUSSION

Introduction
This chapter discusses the findings for this cross-sectional survey exploring the

relationship of child temperament, combined factor of relationship of provider to primary
parent and reason for placement, and intensity of parenting tasks to parenting stress in
kinship care providers. Areas discussed include an overview of the models tested, the
findings of the hypothesis testing, and open-ended question analysis, integrating current
research findings. In addition, a discussion of the implications, limitations, and future
research will be presented.

5.2

The PPCT Model Integrating Life Course Perspective and Complexity and Chaos
Theory
The study examined aspects of parenting stress in kinship care providers

grounded in the Process-Person-Context-Time (PPCT) model (Bronfenbrenner & Morris,
2006) integrating Life Course Perspective and Complexity and Chaos theory (see Figure
2.1). The PPCT model was developed to guide research that is informed by the
theoretical foundation of the bioecological model (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2006). Life
Course Perspective (Elder, 1998) and Complexity (Warren-Adamson & Stroud, 2015)
and Chaos (Hudson, 2000) theories share concepts of the PPCT model (Bronfenbrenner
& Morris, 2006) while also expanding the model with specific focus on linked and
interdependent lives, historical context, family trajectory, kinship families as complex
systems, and the potential that small things can lead to large changes.
As presented in Chapter 2, and depicted in Figure 2.1, person includes the kinship
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care provider, the child, the child’s primary parent, and the relationship of the kinship
care provider to the child’s primary parent. In this study, context includes reason for
placement, which draws on Elder’s (1998) theme of historical context and cohort, with
specific focus on the opioid epidemic and impact that is having on families, as well as the
intensity of parenting tasks which draws on Chaos (Hudson, 2000) and Complexity
theory (Warren-Adamson & Stroud, 2015) with specific attention paid to the subjective
experience of parenting hassles and how those impact parenting stress. Time is also
informed by the historical context as well as the age of the kinship care providers and
child (Elder, 1998). The last area, process, considers the two variables of child
temperament and the relationship/reason variable and how they may or may not impact
parenting stress, reflecting Elder’s (1998) theme of interdependence. In addition to the
variables of interest for the current study, the model also identified key factors found in
the literature known to impact parenting stress, four of which were used as control
variables in this study. The hypothesis that temperament will predict parenting stress is
key to this study. In addition, process also undergirds the focus on the combined factors
of the relationship of the provider to primary parent and the reason for the child being in
care. Second, with regard to context, the hypothesis was that the intensity of parenting
tasks would be a predictor of parenting stress thus centering the context of the day-to-day
experiences of parenting as an important factor of parenting stress. This variable focuses
on the intensity of the subjective experience of the day-to-day activities of parenting and
how this impacts parent stress. Child temperament, relationship and reason, and intensity
of parenting tasks reflect Abidin’s (2012) theory that parenting stress is a function of
child characteristics, parent characteristics, and situational factors directly related to
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parenting. With regard to the model testing, the regression analyses found that all four
models tested for total parenting stress and each of the three subscales were significant
and increased classification of cases indicting utility of the model. For this sample, the
model provides a useful way of conceptualizing parenting stress and includes new factors
to consider when working with kinship care providers.

5.3

Discussion on Findings of Hypothesis Testing
Several hypotheses were tested, using four separate models, and the findings for

each independent variable for total parenting stress and the three subscales will be
discussed. As previously indicated, the four models tested were significant and improved
classification of cases for this sample. Thus, lending support to the continued exploration
of the PPCT model of parenting stress in kinship care providers integrating Life Course
Perspective and Complexity and Chaos theory in both conceptualizing parenting stress as
well as guiding future research.
In terms of findings with regard to the hypothesis testing, Table 5.1 provides an
overview of the independent variables that were significant predictors for total parenting
stress and each of the three subscales. In order to fully understanding the findings for all
of the independent variables, it is helpful to revisit the parent stress index-short form.
When measuring total parenting stress, the measure is a combination of the three
subscales of parental distress, parent-child dysfunctional interaction, and difficult child.
The total parenting stress score includes the respondent’s ratings on all of the subscale
questions. Each subscale score captures the responses to the questions specific to that
domain of parenting stress. To fully explore the relationship of child temperament using
the EAS, relationship and reason, and intensity of parenting stress in kinship care
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providers, the total parenting stress scale and three subscales were used. The findings will
be discussed in the context of each independent variable for total parenting stress and
each specific subscale.
Table 5.1: Significant Predictors for Total Parenting Stress and Subscales PD, P-CDI,
and DC for Models Tested
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5.3.1
5.3.2

Child Temperament and Total Parenting Stress

Child temperament has been found to have a relationship with parenting stress in
biological families (i.e. Chang et al., 2004; Copland et al., 2003; Gray et al., 2012; Gray et
al., 2013), foster care families (Green et al., 1996; De Schipper et al., 2012; and adopted
families (van der Voort, et al., 2013). Based on this past work, it was hypothesized that
each of the four temperament traits of emotionality, shyness, sociability, and activity would
be significant predictors of total parenting stress (TPS). Ultimately, after controlling for
the age of the kinship care provider, child being diagnosed with a disability, and the child’s
behavior, the only temperament trait that was a significant predictor was sociability. As
predicted, as sociability increased the likelihood of a provider being stressed decreased.
Captured by items such as “child likes to be with people”, and “child prefers playing with
others rather than alone”, a child rated as more sociable is one who enjoys being with others
as opposed to being alone (Buss & Plomin, 1984). In the context of a kinship family, a
child who is higher in sociability may be easier to parent and the care provider may view
this trait as a positive indicator of how the child is doing and therefore is less likely to
experience the parenting of the child as stressful. Similarly, this trait may enable a smoother
transition for the child as he or she enters into a kinship care arrangement than a less
sociable child and thus buffer some of the challenges of parenting.
This finding differed from McBride, et al., (2002) who found that sociability was
not a predictor of total parenting stress for either mothers or fathers. However, in a study
of 145 mothers of elementary school children that explored parenting self-efficacy, higher
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parenting self-efficacy was found in mothers who reported their children as more sociable;
thus, implying that the child’s sociability contributed positively to how well they thought
they were parenting (Coleman & Karraker, 2000). Although this study did not look
specifically at parenting stress, a similar dynamic may be occurring with regard to
sociability and parenting stress in the current study. Specifically, the more sociable a child
the easier to parent and thus, this trait decreases the probability of the provider being
stressed.
The traits of emotionality, activity, and shyness were not significant predictors of
total parenting stress in the current study. For the trait of emotionality, this finding is
contrary to previous research studies on parenting stress and hassles (Coplan et al., 2003;
McBride, et. al., 2002; Siqveland et. al., 2013; Yu & Kim, 2016). In McBride et al.,
(2002), emotionality was a significant predictor of total parenting stress for both mothers
and fathers. Using the parenting daily hassles measure to capture stress in parenting,
Coplan et al., (2003) found that high negative affect, using the emotionality scale of the
Colorado Child Temperament Inventory (comparable to the emotionality measure in the
EAS), had a direct relationship with mother’s report of more frequent experiences of
parenting hassles. One explanation as to why emotionality was not a predictor of
parenting stress in the current study may have to do with how the kinship care provider
experienced emotionality and the possibility that the provider may even expect and or
overlook emotionality in the child, viewing it as understandable given the child’s life
experiences. For instance, one of the questions that measures emotionality is “child gets
upset easily”; even if this item is rated high, if the provider expects a high emotional
reaction to events, the impact of that emotionality in the context of parenting may not be
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experienced as parenting stress. In a qualitative study on a sample of grandparents raising
a grandchild, Weber and Waldrop (2000), identified the theme of grandparent-grandchild
relationship issues with specific focus on grandparent’s awareness that their grandchild’s
behavior and or diagnoses were a direct result of having endured the circumstances that
brought them into care. Furthermore, most grandparents indicated they were reluctant to
discipline their grandchild (Weber & Waldrop, 2000) possibility suggesting an
understanding of the backdrop of the child behavior. For the current study, a similar
dynamic may be occurring in that the providers have an understanding of what the
child(ren) has/have experienced and how their life experiences may be impacting their
behavior and thus, might explain why emotionality was not a predictor. Furthermore,
McBride et al., (2002) found that the same temperament traits varied in terms of which
were predictors of stress for mothers and fathers. For instance, activity was a predictor of
stress for mothers but not for fathers, suggesting that the same trait within the same child
contributed differently to stress depending on whether the participant was the mother or
the father (McBride et al., 2002). The authors explained this difference as relating to the
gender of the child and the gender of the parent as well as the level of involvement of the
parent. For instance, they determined that less sociable female children consistently had
less involved fathers but there was no difference in involvement in relation to sociability
for fathers of boys (McBride, et. al., 2002). For mothers, McBride et al., (2002) found
fewer associations between temperament and involvement. The authors concluded that
their study findings suggest there are different expectations for mothers and fathers which
may be impacting how temperament interacts with parenting stress for mothers than for
fathers (McBride et al., 2002). This conclusion contributes to the current study findings in
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that it suggests the possibility that a trait might be experienced differently for a kinship
care provider than a biological parent. There may be a subjective component at play that
influences how a temperament trait is experienced and in turn how the trait impacts
parenting stress.
The temperament trait of activity, includes statements such as, “child is very
energetic” and “child is always on the go”; thus, an active child is a child who likes full
days, and is motivated to be busy (Buss, 1995). This trait was not a predictor as
hypothesized which is consistent with Yu and Kim’s (2016) study finding which looked
at the relationship of activity to parenting stress in premature infants of mothers in South
Korea and found no significant relationship. This study’s finding is in contrast to that of
McBride et al., (2002), which found that activity level was a predictor of parenting stress,
in that mothers who rated their children as more active had more stress. A similar
explanation as the one suggested for emotionality may explain this finding; having an
active child may not be experienced in the same way for the kinship care providers in this
study as compared to the mothers in the McBride et al, (2002) study. Coleman and
Karraker (2000) hypothesized that low activity would be related to higher parenting selfefficacy, but their hypothesis was not supported. They found a significant correlation
between mothers who perceived their children as more active and higher levels of general
self-efficacy, suggesting that the parent’s experienced their child’s level of activity as a
positive contribution to their notion of being a parent. This may be the same for parenting
stress in kinship care providers, in that the activity level of the child does not contribute
to their total parenting stress. Another factor that may explain the difference in the
findings of the studies discussed thus far as compared to the current study is the age of
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the children in the samples. In the McBride et al., (2002) the children were toddlers
versus the Coleman and Karraker (2000) study in which the children were 5-12. Thus, the
trait of activity may impact parenting stress differently for parents of older children than
younger children. The level of engagement in supervising an active, older child, will be
considerably different from that of a younger, active child, particularly as it relates to
safety. The mean age of the child in the current study sample was six; thus, the children
were, on average, older than those in McBride et al. (2002) and more in alignment with
the ages of the children in the Coleman and Karraker (2000) study which ranged from the
youngest being five and the oldest twelve. Coleman and Karraker (2000) also suggested
the possibility that highly active older children may not be as problematic as highly active
younger children to explain their findings.
With regard to shyness, this trait is measured by statements such as “child takes a
long time to warm up to strangers” and “child tends to be shy”. Shyness can be expressed
as a child avoiding unfamiliar people and is often grounded in fear not just the unfamiliar
(Buss, 1995). As Buss and Plomin (1984) stated, shyness relates to the child’s behavior
with strangers or casual acquaintances. Given this, the kinship care provider may
interpret shyness as understandable given the child’s experiences and particularly in the
context of entering a new family and the transition and role changes inherent in the
experience, how well or not the child knows those with whom they are coming into
contact, and how long the child has been in placement.
5.3.3

Child Temperament and Parental Distress, Parent-Child Dysfunctional
Interaction, and Difficult Child Subscales

In addition to exploring the relationship of temperament to total parenting stress,
separate models were tested to examined specific aspects of parenting stress that are
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captured in the three parenting stress subscales (Parental Distress, Parent-Child
Dysfunctional Interaction, and Difficult Child).
5.3.4

Subscale Parental Distress

For the subscale of Parental Distress (PD), the trait of activity was found to be a
predictor of parental distress when controlling for age of the provider, provider’s rating of
their emotional/mental wellbeing, and coping but not in the hypothesized direction. The
hypothesized relationship was positive, however, findings indicated a negative
relationship: meaning higher levels of activity predicted less likelihood of stress in the
parental distress subscale. The questions in this subscale capture the level of distress a
parent is experiencing as it relates to the parent role and personal factors such as
“parenting competence, stresses associated with the restrictions placed on other life roles,
lack of social support, and depression” (Abidin, 2012, p. 60). The findings suggest that
having an active child may be experienced as a positive indicator of the child’s wellbeing
and not impact the parental role or personal factors of the caregiver. Furthermore, age of
the child may be a factor. An active older child may require less attention and supervision
than an active younger child and in turn reduce stress in the parenting role. In addition,
the child’s level of activity may be contributing to the caregiver’s sense of competence
thus, reducing stress. This finding supports that of Coleman and Karraker (2000) who
found that activity had a negative relationship (also not hypothesized) with parenting selfefficacy, specifically, parents with more active children had higher rates of parenting selfefficiency. Given, the parental distress subscale focuses on the role and personal factors
such as competence this finding makes sense. It is interesting to note, that this finding is
in contrast to that of McBride et al, (2002) which found no relationship between the trait
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of activity and parental distress in mothers and fathers.
The other temperament traits of emotionality, sociability, and shyness were not
found to be predictors of stress in the PD subscale. This finding is consistent with
McBride et al (2002).
5.3.5

Subscale Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction

For the parent-child dysfunctional interaction (P-CDI) subscale, the only trait
found to be a predictor was shyness when controlling for age of the kinship care provider,
child being diagnosed with a disability, and the child’s behavior and in the hypothesized
direction. Thus, emotionality, activity and sociability were not significant predictors.
Shyness is a trait that can lead to a variety of behaviors, such as being inhibited, soft
spoken, lacking in responsiveness or avoiding social situations to name a few (Buss,
1995). In the context of this subscale, shyness, and the above behaviors that can be
exhibited due to this trait, being a predictor of stress is understandable when considering
what this subscale is measuring. The P-CDI subscale captures the provider’s experience
of how they feel their relationship is with the child and feeling that the child does not
meet their expectations or feeling rejected by the child (Abidin, 2012). The kinship care
provider may interpret the behavioral expression of the trait of shyness as an indication
that the child does not care about them, or as not fulfilling their expectations for how they
and the child should interact. The finding with regard to shyness is in contrast to that of
McBride et al (2002).
With regard to emotionality, activity, and sociability not being predicators of
stress in the P-CDI subscale is this study, these findings are not entirely inconsistent with
past research. Specifically, McBride et al (2002) found that for fathers the only trait of
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those three that was a predictor was sociability and the only trait of those three for
mothers was emotional intensity.
5.3.6

Subscale Difficult Child

Finally, for the Difficult Child (DC) subscale, the temperament traits of
emotionality and shyness were significant predictors, but not sociability and activity
when controlling for kinship care provider’s age, child’s behavior, and child diagnosed
with a disability. The DC scale measures the behavioral aspects of the child that relate to
the ease or difficulty in parenting the child (Abidin, 2012). Questions such as, “My child
generally wakes up in a bad mood” and “My child seems to cry or fuss more often than
most children” are included in the subscale. When considering these items in the context
of emotionality which is measured by the items such as “Child cries easily” and “Child
tends to be somewhat emotional”, emotionality being a predictor of stress in this subscale
makes sense in that a more emotional child is going to be harder to manage and thus
more likely to create stress in this domain of parenting. It is important to note that
although the items in the PSI-SF DC subscale reflect characteristics similar to those
captured in the EAS Temperament scale, Abidin (2012) states that the DC subscale is not
a measure of temperament.
The finding on emotionality supports those of Siqveland et al (2013), who found
emotionality contributed to parenting stress in the child domain, a subscale of the Parent
Stress Index-Long Form. Although the child domain is not the same as the DC child
subscale, the constructs captured in the child domain reflect those captured in the difficult
child (Abidin, 2012). This finding is also consistent with McBride et al, (2002) who
found that emotional intensity was a predictor of stress in the DC subscale for both
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mothers and fathers. With regard to the finding on shyness, having a child who has a
higher level of shyness also predicted stress in this subscale, which supports the idea that
a shy child may be more challenging to parent. Buss (1995) describes the challenges that
children face who demonstrate the trait of shyness in terms of both self-esteem and
avoidance in their environment. This trait predicting stress in this subscale makes sense
given the context of the kinship family where parenting demands may be exacerbated due
to the logistics of settling into a new family, and how the child adjusts, especially if there
is a move that necessitates entering a new school or neighborhood, not to mention
transitioning to a new home with new rules and role expectations. One of the items in the
DC subscale is, “Compared to the average child, my child has a great deal of difficulty in
getting used to changes in schedules or changes around the house” when considered in
the context of shyness it is understandable how this trait could make it more difficult for
the child to adapt to the new provider, home, and routine and thus, contribute to parenting
stress in the kinship care provider. No studies were found that reported on shyness and
parenting stress; thus, there is no specific comparison. For activity and sociability, neither
were predictors of stress. For activity, this findings is in contrast to that of McBride et al.,
(2002) who found that activity was a predictor for mothers but consistent with their
findings for sociability.
The relationship of emotionality, sociability, activity, and shyness to stress in the
three subscales differed from that of stress in total parenting stress. This finding is
consistent with McBride et al. (2002) which found that emotionality, activity, and
sociability differed as predictors of stress in total parenting stress and the subscales for
both mothers and fathers. Thus, temperament impacts total parenting stress and the three
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domains of parenting stress, parental distress, parent-child dysfunctional interaction, and
difficult child, in different ways.

5.4

Relationship/Reason and Parenting Stress
The results of the hypothesis testing for the variable of the combined factors of

relationship (being the parent of the child’s primary parent) and reason (drug and alcohol
being a factor in the placement) indicated that this was not a predictor of total parenting
stress (TPS) nor specific dimensions of stress captured in the three subscales, parental
distress (PD), parent-child dysfunctional interaction (P-CDI), and difficult child (DC).
Thus, for parents of the child’s primary parent where drug and alcohol was a reason for
placement, this factor did not play a role in their parenting stress even though previous
studies have suggested these factors could have the potential to create unique stress for
the kinship care providers (Harnett et al., 2014; Kelly et al., 2013). This finding suggests
that the underlying feelings associated with their relationship to the primary parent and
the reason are not contributing to the stress of parenting. A possible explanation for the
findings may have to do with how the variable was constructed in that providers could
indicate multiple responses to the reason for placement; thus, it is unknown if drug and
alcohol was a primary reason or one of many. It is not known if focusing only on parents
of the child’s primary parent where drug and alcohol was the primary or only reason
would have different results. Further research is needed to better understand this
relationship.

5.5

Intensity of Parenting Tasks and Parenting Stress
As stated previously, the models that included this variable were all significant
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and the variable of intensity of daily parenting tasks was a significant predictor of total
parenting stress and for each of the subscales. Considering these findings in the context
of the measure itself, helps us better understand parenting tasks, how a kinship care
provider is experiencing the tasks, and the relationship of that experience to parenting
stress. The intensity measure is determined by the provider rating how much of a “hassle”
for the past 6 months a particular parenting task is (Crnic & Greenberg, 1990). The
parenting task measure included statements such as, “continually cleaning up messes of
toys or food” and “the kids get dirty several times a day requiring changes of clothing”,
and “difficulties in getting ready for outings and leaving on time”. This finding expands
on Harnett et al.’s (2014) study which found that frequency of various parenting tasks
was a predictor of caregiver stress, however, they did not include the intensity measure.
Thus, the current study’s finding that as the level of intensity increases the probability of
parenting stress increases is important given the subjective nature of how a kinship care
provider might experience a parenting task. Notably, this relationship held true for each
of the three parenting stress subscales. This is not surprising given that the subscales
make up the total parenting stress scale and underscores the impact of parenting tasks on
parenting stress.
Revisiting the PPCT Model integrating life course perspective and complexity
theory, the purpose of this measure was to capture Hudson’s (2000) thinking about
change, in the context of chaos and complexity theory, as the “straw” that broke the
camel’s back. Hudson (2000) explained that there is not always clarity on what and how a
stressor impacts a person. These findings help us better understand the importance of
parenting hassles and how each kinship care provider’s experiences, in the day-to-day
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context of parenting, impacts their stress. Knowing what a provider considers to be a
hassle and how much of a hassle that parenting task is viewed to be may be important to
efforts to reduce parenting stress.

5.6

Study Findings from Open-ended Question Analysis
The primary purpose of open-ended questions is to allow participants to respond

to some questions using their own words, an important aspect of survey research (Fowler,
2014). They also offer the potential to deepen our understanding of kinship care
provider’s experiences beyond the specific measures used in the study. Many of the
findings from the analysis of the responses to the open-ended questions confirmed those
found in previous research studies (Bundy-Fazioli et al., 2013; Davis-Sowers, 2012;
Kelley, 1993; Lee et al, 2016a; Miller & Donohue-Dioh, 2017; Musil, et al., 2008), while
others do not and still others represented new areas for consideration. As noted
previously, although there were shared response categories across the sample, there was
also a variety of responses that were not, underscoring the unique experiences of the
kinship care providers included in this study.
In terms of the findings that directly inform the hypothesis testing, there was not
specific mention of parenting stress; however parenting and stress were separately
mentioned as factors of concern and related to what is the worst thing about being a
kinship care provider and most difficult about caring for the identified child. However,
Parenting was the fourth most frequently mentioned category indicating that this was not
as relevant to the current sample of providers as other concerns. This finding is
interesting given that 22% of the sample were experiencing stress at or above the clinical
level for total parenting stress. Caregiver duties and responsibilities was identified in
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relation to concerns and what is the best thing about being a kinship care provider
indicating that for some providers the caregiver role and parenting was a positive factor
while for others a concern. It is not known if, for this sample, parenting and caregiving
are the same or different constructs. In response to the question what is the most difficult
thing about caring for the identified child, caregiver qualities/attributes and experiences
such as having low energy, caring for a child you don’t know, and raising the kinship
child not being like raising one’s own children. It was interesting to see that respondents
included issues about themselves in response to this question reflecting the reciprocal
nature of caregiving and possibility that caregiver factors could also impact parenting
stress. Similarly, there was no mention of temperament; however, the most frequent
response category to the question, what was most difficult about caring for the child of
focus (Q5), was managing the child’s behavior. This finding has also been previously
documented in the literature (Lee et al., 2016b). Given that temperament can impact
behavior, (Buss, 1995; McQuillan & Bates, 2017) it is not known the degree to which
temperament is a factor in the children’s behavior. The combined factors of being the
parent of the primary parent and drug and alcohol being a reason was not identified as a
concern but reason, with drug and alcohol being specifically identified, was the third
most frequently mentioned category to the question of why did the provider decide to
care for the child. Last, the intensity of parenting tasks was not specifically mentioned,
but participants did identify parenting and caregiving as a concern indicating this is an
important factor to consider.
There are other findings from the analysis of the open-ended questions that are
worth discussing. With regard to why the provider decided to care for the kinship child
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(Q1), the most frequently mentioned response was family with the next being to avoid the
child going into foster care. The importance of family and ensuring that children stay
with family was found in the literature with specific focus on obligation and duty (DavisSowers, 2012). It is interesting to note that eight participants specify duty whereas the
participants who indicated family did not include duty. It is not known if the focus on
family includes a sense of duty. The importance of family indicated by the providers
themselves aligns with child welfare practice and policy attention placed on a preference
for family in placement decisions (Bramlett et al., 2017). Although Davis-Sower (2012)
and Bundy-Fazioli et al. (2013) qualitative studies explored reason from the perspective
of the provider, most of the literature documents reason for care from the perspective of
the primary parent’s issues that result in care such as, drug and alcohol use, child
maltreatment, and incarceration to name a few (Bachman & Chase-Lansdale, 2005;
Radel, et al., 2016; Radel, et al., 2018; Vandivere, et al., 2012). For this sample, the
reason from the perspective of the primary parent was the third most common response
category. The concerns of the providers since becoming a provider (Q2) centered on the
child’s future/well-being and finances/meeting basis needs. Both of these themes have
been previously identified in the literature (Lee et al., 2016b; Miller & Donohue-Dioh,
2017; Musil et al., 2008). In the current study sample, in response to the question of the
provider’s concerns, the child’s future and well-being was mentioned almost twice as
often as finances, followed by the age of the provider and not being able to fulfill role.
The focus on the child’s future and age of the provider supports Kelley’s (1993) findings
that grandparent’s greatest concern was living long enough to care for their grandchild
until they were an adult. Concerns about finances has also been previously found as a
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concern for kinship care providers (Lee et al., 2016b; Musil et al., 2008). It is interesting
to note that only one participant mentioned legal concerns and one mentioned sibling
rights which is in contrast to the Miller and Donohue-Dioh (2017) findings for both
formal and informal kinship providers. However, there was mention of concerns with
regard to children’s protective services which may include legal concerns that were not
specifically mentioned.
A shared response category from the open-ended questions that is consistent with
previous research was that of concerns with regard to biological parent(s) and the impact
on the provider and child(ren). This response was included in four different questions,
and was the second most frequently mentioned answer to question #4, “What is the worst
thing about being a kinship provider?” In their mixed method study of 303 informal
kinship care providers, focus group findings indicated that one of the four themes that
emerged was relationship with birth parents (Lee et al, 2016b). Similarly, Musil et al.,
(2008) identified grandparent’s relationship with their adult children in their study that
explored the concerns of 141 grandparents. The participants in the Musil et al., (2008)
study mentioned similar issues as those mentioned in the current study, such as, the
inconsistency of the parent’s involvement, their inability to address the issues needed to
take back care of their child, and the impact of their behavior on the child. One provider
in the current study stated, “I also can tell when his mother is in contact with him because
he isolates himself more and becomes more depressed.” Hayslip et al. (2017) reaffirmed
the importance of family relationship as a theme that emerged in their review of the
literature and brought attention to the need to explore family relationships beyond the
grandparent-grandchild relationship with specific focus the provider’s relationship with
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the child’s parent. Similarly, Bundy-Fazioli et al. (2013), in their qualitative study of 15
grandparent providers found the theme of tensions with their adult child and or child’s
partner was a concern related to their emotional wellbeing. Thus, the need to focus on the
provider and child’s relationship with the parents at the time of placement and throughout
the placement is important, especially given Washington et al. (2013) findings that, in a
study of 143 African-America children in informal kinship care, the higher the caregiver
rated the quality of the relationship between the child and their parents the higher the
level of competence in the child. The impact of the child’s parent(s) on both the kinship
care provider and the child reflects two important aspects of Life Course Perspective
(Elder, 1998). First, the theme of linked and interdependent lives which holds that our
development is impacted by the shared relationships of those in our lives and what
happens to them. This is indicated by the providers in this study who identified the
impact of the parent(s) who were not currently caring for the child(ren) as still having an
influence on both the child’s well-being and the provider. Second, the concept of life
trajectories with specific focus on the family trajectory is a key theme brought to life in
the study findings. For kinship families, the multiple, overlapping, and intersecting
family trajectories as depicted in the Conceptual Model (see Figure 2) are important to
recognize. Attention must be paid to the often continuously intersecting child’s family,
and kinship care provider’s family, trajectories with the newly formed kinship family
trajectory and the impact this has on the provider and child as well as the parent.
When asked about the best thing about being a kinship care provider (Q3), the
most frequently mentioned response category was love and loving the child and
happiness. This finding was not identified in the literature. The second most frequent
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response was being a caregiver. Positive aspects and outcomes from kinship caregiving
has been found in the literature (Smith & Dolbin-MacNab, 2013) and identified as a
theme in Hayslip et al., (2017) review of the literature. In terms of the worst thing about
being a kinship care provider (Q4), the most frequent response category was the impact
on the provider’s life with some respondents noting the loss of the grandparent role.
Weber and Waldrop (2000) in their qualitative study of 38 grandparents raising
grandchildren identified the theme of the loss of the grandparent role as one that emerged
from their analysis. The next most frequently mentioned response category was dealing
with children’s services/state which was also previously documented by Lee et al.,
(2016b). For what was the best thing about caring for the child (Q6), the most frequently
mentioned category was love from the child, and the third loving the child which
bookended watching the child grow and develop. The mention again of love in the
responses to this question, either the love received from the child or the love given to the
child, is important to underscore the sample’s experiences and attention paid to love.
Finally, in response to the final question of what else would the provider like to
share (Q7), the most frequent response category was that, all and all, it was a positive
experience. Next, after caregiver words of wisdom, was the lack of financial help.
Respondents also stated that caregiving was a negative experience which was followed
by it being equally positive and negative. This response in particular clearly reflects the
previous findings in the literature that suggest that being a kinship care provider can
simultaneously be a protective (Hayslip et al., 2017; Smith & Dolbin-MacNab, 2013) and
risk (Hayslip, 2017; Harnett et al., 2014; Musil et al., 2008; Rodgers-farmer, 1999) for
the kinship care provider.
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As previously presented, although there were many shared response categories
across the questions, there was also a variety of unique response categories. For instance,
the widest array of responses was to the question addressing the worst thing about being a
kinship care provider, with 21 different shared and unique response categories identified.
Within the 21 categories, there were 9 that were unique. This is in contrast to the
question, what is the best thing about being a kinship care provider, which had 9 different
shared responses with no unique responses and question one, with regard to the reason
for being a kinship care provider which had 8 response categories of which two were
unique. The variety of response categories indicates the specific nature of the experience
for each provider. The contribution of the analysis of the open-ended questions is that it
underscores that providers will have shared and unique experiences. Thus, the need to be
provider:context centered in both research and services is key to better understanding and
serving kinship providers. This is supported by Elders (1998) and Shanahan (2000) focus
on diversity of life course trajectories and how diversity creates opportunities and
constraints, from both historical and social circumstances, which impact human agency
and development.

5.7

Study Limitations
There are study limitations important to discuss in the context of the study

findings. First, the sample is a convenience sample, therefore, the findings can only be
discussed in the context of these participants. When using a convenience sample, it is
important to consider who participates. In a study on parenting stress, it is important to
acknowledge that those with lower stress may be the ones who have the time to complete
a survey. Conversely, those who are stressed may have been attracted to the specific
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nature of the study and more compelled to participate. It is not possible to know how the
convenience sample impacted the findings specifically, but it is important to note the
possibility. Also, one of the recruitment methods was through support groups; thus, those
who attend a support group may also cluster around participants who are more stressed or
less stressed due to attending a support group reducing their stress. Due to using a
convenience sample, the findings are not generalizable to all kinship care providers and
only reflect the experience of this sample.
Next, although most of the missing data was able to be managed, some could not.
From the 120 surveys collected, 14 could not be used. Thus, those cases were not
included in the analysis. As indicated in chapter 3, there were several different reasons
why those 14 surveys were not able to be include with the most common reason being
that the survey was not completed. This impacted the overall size of the sample which
necessitated the narrowing down of the control variables in order to retain the 1-10 case
ratio for the logistic regression. Although the control variables used improved
classification of cases in the model testing, it is unknown the impact of including
additional control variables would have had on the findings.
With regard to the variables selected to be included in the study, the two singlequestion control variables of self-rated emotional and mental well-being and coping,
although used in other studies (Lee et. al., 2016b; Raphael et. al. 2009), are not full
measures and these questions have not been tested for reliability and validity. Thus, the
findings need to be considered in that context. Similarly, the child’s behavior measure,
although developed using a documented method that has been argued to be sound
(Stanton et. al., 2002), is again not a full measure. Also, although the Cronbach’s Alpha
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was high, the method of selecting these four questions and using that as a control measure
has not been used in previous studies. Again, results must be viewed in the context of this
limitation. In addition, the child behavior/mental health score had one single case that
was an outlier and the distribution was skewed. But, given the sample size constraints, it
was decided to retain all the cases. It is not known how excluding that case would have
impacted the results of the model testing. Finally, the analysis process of the open-ended
ended questions did not include additional coders, a factor known to increase validity
(Campbell et al., 2013). Also, the responses obtained are specific to the point in time in
which the provider answered. Thus, for some of the questions, responses could change if
asked the same question at a different time. This is especially true for the questions about
concerns and caring for the focal child given the changing nature of caring for a child in
the day to day.

5.8

Implications
Although several hypotheses were either not supported or partially supported, the

study findings do contribute to the conceptualization of kinship families, and serve to
identify new factors that impact parenting stress in this sample of kinship care providers.
With regard to the independent variable of temperament, sociability was found to be a
predictor of total parenting stress whereas emotionality, activity, and shyness were not.
For the subscale parental distress, activity was found to be a predictor but not in the
hypothesized direction. Shyness was found to be a predictor of stress in the parent-child
dysfunctional interaction subscale. Finally, both emotionality and shyness were
predictors of stress in the difficult child subscale. Thus, temperament appears to be an
important factor in parenting stress for kinship care providers. The independent variable
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of intensity of parenting tasks was found to be a predictor for total parenting stress and
across all of the subscales. These two variables, temperament and intensity of parenting
tasks, are new contributions to the literature that are important to our understanding of
parenting stress in kinship care providers and can guide future intervention and research.
The limitations of this study notwithstanding, the findings related to child
temperament and intensity of parenting tasks warrant inclusion in future research and
services addressing parenting stress in kinship care providers. For social work practice
with kinship care providers, increasing awareness of child temperament and the
relationship between temperament and parenting stress in both prevention and education
services is supported. Understanding a child’s unique temperament and the relationship
between the child’s temperament and the kinship care provider’s parenting stress can
assist the provider in both better understanding the child’s innate disposition and how
temperament may impact parenting stress. Temperament undergirds and impacts
behavior (Buss, 1995; McQuillan & Bates, 2017): thus, better understanding a child’s
unique temperament may reduce the likelihood that the provider will think they are doing
something wrong in their caregiving. This exact concern was identified by Hong and Park
(2012). Understanding how temperament undergirds behavior provides an additional
layer to understanding why a child is reacting to a particular situation in the way they are,
and or how to better structure caregiving to be more responsive to the unique disposition
of the child. Both of which may have potential to reduce parenting stress. Lastly,
measuring temperament and the specific traits of the child may be able to be integrated
into interventions that more specifically target parenting strategies and thus, reduce
specific aspects of parenting stress.
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The finding that the intensely of the day-to-day parenting tasks is a predictor for
total parenting stress and the three subscales strongly supports the use of this measure
when working with kinship care providers. The Parenting Daily Hassles measure
developed by Crnic and Greenberg (1990) is available and easy to administer and score.
Thus, the use of this measure could lead to interventions to reduce the intensity
experienced. For instance, the eight items used for this subscale can be reviewed and
targeted for specific ways to reduce the level of intensity felt by the provider and in turn
reduce parenting stress.

5.9

Future Research
A next step in future research is to explore the bidirectional relationship of the

temperament of the provider and child on parenting stress. As McQullian and Bates
(2017) espoused, the associations found in the literature between parenting stress,
parenting practices, and child temperament may be due to and or best understood by
exploring the variable of the caregiver’s temperament. Doeling and Johnson (1990) in
their study of 51 foster children and their foster mothers found that certain features of
temperament for both the foster mother and child were predictors of a less successful
placement outcome. Another study to pursue is a mixed methods study using the
responses to the open ended questions to determine if there is a relationship between the
answers and parenting stress. One particular area of study would be to explore the
relationship between provider’s struggles with the child’s parent(s) and parenting stress.
Several providers, across four different questions, mentioned their relationship with the
child’s parent and or parental interference with the child as a concern; thus, indicating a
potential area of future research. Last, to continue to explore the relationship between
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child temperament and parenting stress, a qualitative study is indicated as a way to
expand the understanding of how exactly a child’s unique disposition impacts parenting
stress.

5.10 Conclusion
This chapter explored the findings, within the context of the study limitations, of
the model and hypothesis testing and open-end question analysis and integrated the
current literature. There is support for the PPCT Model integration Life Course
Perspective and Complexity and Chaos theory to better understand parenting stress in
kinship care providers. Child temperament and intensity of parenting tasks were found to
be predictors of parenting stress; thus, these two variables are important to integrate in
prevention, intervention, and future research. Several temperament traits did not impact
parenting stress in kinship care providers in the hypothesized ways which is an
interesting finding and supports further research. Similarly, the combined factors of the
providers relationship to the primary parent and reason for placement with specific focus
on parents who identified drug and alcohol as an issue was not found to be a predictor of
parenting stress. However, from the open ended question analysis, the impact of the
child’s parent on both the child and provider was an issue for many providers that cut
across four different questions. Thus, indicating this as a potential factor to be explored in
future research. In addition, the idea of love, given to the child and received from the
child, was a new concept the emerged in the analysis of this sample. Finally, the study
underscores the shared and unique experiences of kinship care providers and the need to
approach working with kinship care providers using a provider:context perspective.
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Kinship Care Provider Survey
Purpose: The purpose of this survey is to gather information on the caregiving
experiences of kinship caregivers. Please answer each of the questions to the best of your
ability. Please do not leave a question blank.
Eligibility Statement
Please read the following statement and indicate if it is correct or not:
I am currently providing primary care for a relative or known child under the age of 18 in
the absence of their parent(s).
___yes
___no
If yes, please proceed with the survey.
If no, thank you for your consideration in taking the survey.
Demographics
Please complete the following demographic questions about yourself, children in your
care, and family structure.
1. In what state and county do you live? __________
2. What is your age? ________
3. How would you describe your gender?
_____ Male
_____ Female
4. How would you describe your kinship arrangement?
_____ Informal (No CPS Involvement)
_____ Formal (CPS was involved)
5. What is your race? Please select from the following:
___ African American/Black
___ Caucasian/White
___ American Indian/Native American
___ Asian
___ Latino
___Biracial
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___ Other (please specify)____________________
6. What is your CURRENT marital status?
___ Married
___ Widowed
___ Divorced
___ Separated
___ Never married
7. Other than the kinship child(ren), are there other children living in the home?
No _____
Yes _____
7a. If yes, how many ____
7b. How many are biological children? ____
7c. How many are kinship children? ______
7d. How many children are there in the home who are not in your primary care?
___
8. What is the highest educational degree you have completed?
___ Some high school
___High School Diploma or GED
___Some college
___ Associates degree
___ Bachelor’s degree
___ Master’s degree
___ Doctoral degree
9. Which of the following best describes your employment situation?
____Not Employed
____Currently Employed Fulltime
____Currently Employed Partime
____Retired
____Never employed
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10. What is your current income? ________________
11. In total, how long have you have been a kinship provider? ______ Years
Months

______

12. Are you currently receiving any state benefits (e.g., kinship care monies, K-Tap, etc.)
for any of the relative children in your care?
_____ Yes

_____ No

13. On a scale of 1-5 with 1=poor and 5=excellent, how do you perceive your emotional
and mental well-being?
1
poor

2
fair

3

4

Good

Very Good

5
Excellent

14. Using the ratings very well, sometimes well, not very well, and not at all, in general,
how well do you feel you are coping with the day-to-day demands of parenting?
_______very well
_______sometimes well
_______not very well
______not at all

Kinship Child Questions
For the next sets of questions I would like you to focus on only one kinship child; if you
have more than one child for whom you are providing primary care, select the youngest
child. Once you have identified that child please answer all of the questions below about
that child.
1. Age of child: _______
2. Gender of child: Male:________ Female: ________
3. How long has the child been in your care? ________ (Dropdown)
4. What was the reason this child was placed in your care?
_____physical abuse
_____sexual abuse
_____neglect
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_____drug and alcohol issue of primary parent
_____mental health issue of primary parent
_____physical health issue not related to drug or alcohol of primary parent
_____incarceration
____death
____other please specify
5. Do you have permanent custody of this child? Yes___ No___
6. What is your relationship to the child?
____Great grandmother/father
____Grandmother/father
____Aunt/Uncle
____Cousin
____Sister/brother
____Neighbor
____Teacher/coach
____other (please specify)
7. What is your relationship to the child’s primary parent?
____Great grandmother/father
____Grandmother/father
____Mother/Father
____Aunt/Uncle
____Cousin
____Sister/brother
____Neighbor
____Teacher/coach
____other (please specify)
8. Has the child been diagnosed with a trauma-related disorder such as post-traumatic
stress disorder, acute stress disorder, or anxiety disorder?
____yes
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____no
9. Has the child you are focusing on been diagnosed with a disability?
___yes
___no
10. For the next set of questions using the scale 1-3;
1= never, 2= sometimes, and 3= often, please answer each question about the child you
are focusing on by circling the number.

1. Threatens people

Never

Sometimes

1
2. No respect for others

2

Never

Sometimes

1
3. Worries

2

Never

Sometimes

1
4. Unhappy, sad, depressed

2

Never

Sometimes

1

2

Often
3
Often
3
Often
3
Often
3

Parent Stress Index-4 Short Form (Richard R. Abidin, EdD)
Instructions: Read each statement carefully. For each statement, please focus the same
child you answered the above questions on and circle the response that best represents
your opinion. Answer all questions about the same child.
Circle
SA if you strongly agree with the statement;
A if you agree with the statement;
NS if you are not sure;
D if you disagree with the statement,
SD if you strongly disagree with the statement.
1.
2.

I often have the feeling that I cannot handle things very well
I find myself giving up more of my life to meet children’s needs
than I ever expected.
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SA A NS D SD
SA A NS D SD

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

I feel trapped by my responsibilities as a parent.
Since having this child, I have been unable to do new and different
things.
Since having a child, I feel that I am almost never able to do things
that I like to do.
I am unhappy with the last purchase of clothing I made for myself.
There are quite a few things that bother me about my life.
Having a child has caused more problems than I expected in my
relationships with my spouse/parenting partner.
I feel alone and without friends.
When I go to a party, I usually expect not to enjoy myself.
I am not interested in people as I used to be.
I don’t enjoy things as I used to.
My child rarely does things for me that make me feel good.
When I do things for my child, I get the feeling that my efforts are
not appreciated very much.
My child smile at me much less than I expected.
Sometimes I feel my child doesn’t like me and doesn’t want to be
close to me.
My child is very emotional and gets upset easily.
My child doesn’t seem to learn as quickly as most children.
My child doesn’t seem to smile as much as most children.
My child is not able to do as much as I expected.
It takes a long time and it is very hard for my child to get used to
new things.
I feel that I am: (choose a response from the choices below.)
1. A very good parent
2. A better-than-average parent
3- an average parent
4- a person who has some trouble being a parent
5. Not very good at being a parent
I expected to have closer and warmer feelings for my child than I
do, and this bothers me
Sometimes my child does things that bother me just to be mean.
My child seems to cry more often than most children.
My child generally wakes up in a bad mood.
I feel that my child is very moody and easily upset.
Compared to the average child, my child has a great deal of
difficulty in getting used to changes in schedules or changes
around the house.
My child reacts very strongly when something happens that my
child doesn’t like.
When playing, my child doesn’t often giggle or laugh.
My child’s sleeping or eating schedule was much harder to
establish than I expected.
I have found that getting my child to do something or stop doing
something is (choose a response form the choices below.)
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SA A NS D SD
SA A NS D SD
SA A NS D SD
SA A NS D SD
SA A NS D SD
SA A NS D SD
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

A
A
A
A
A
A

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

D
D
D
D
D
D

SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD

SA A NS D SD
SA A NS D SD
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
1

A
A
A
A
A

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

D
D
D
D
D

SD
SD
SD
SD
SD

2 3 4 5

SA A NS D SD
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

A
A
A
A
A

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

D
D
D
D
D

SD
SD
SD
SD
SD

SA A NS D SD
SA A NS D SD
SA A NS D SD
1

2 3 4

5

33.

34.
35.
36.

1. Much harder than I expected.
2. Somewhat harder than I expected.
3. About as hard as I expected.
4. Somewhat easier than I expected.
5. Much easier than I expected.
Think carefully and count the number of things which your child
does that bothers you. For example, dawdles, refused to listen,
overactive, cries, interrupts, fights, whines, etc. (choose a response
from the choices below.)
1. 1-3
2.4-5
3. 6-7
4. 8-9
5 10+
There are some things my child does that really bother me a lot.
My child’s behavior is more of a problem than I expected.
My child makes more demands on me than most children.

EAS Temperament Survey for Children

1

2 3 4

5

SA A NS D SD
SA A NS D SD
SA A NS D SD

Rate each of the items for your child on a scale of 1 (not characteristic or typical of your
child) to 5 (very characteristic or typical of your child)
Again, make sure to evaluate the same child as above.
1. Child tends to be shy.

1

2

3

4

Not characteristic
2. Child cries easily.

1

Very characteristic
2

3

4

Not characteristic
3. Child likes to be with people.

1

1

2

3

4

rather than alone.
6. Child tends to be somewhat emotional.

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

usually moves slowly.
8. Child makes friends easily.

1

2

3

4

Not characteristic
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5
Very characteristic

2

3

4

Not characteristic
1

5
Very characteristic

Not characteristic
7. When child moves about, he/she

5
Very characteristic

Not characteristic
1

5
Very characteristic

Not characteristic
5. Child prefers playing with others

5
Very characteristic

Not characteristic
4. Child is always on the go.

5

5
Very characteristic

2

3

4

5
Very characteristic

9. Child is off and running as soon

1

as he wakes up in the morning.

Not characteristic

10. Child finds people more stimulating
than anything else.
11. Child often fusses and cries.

1

2

3

4

Very characteristic
2

3

4

Not characteristic
1

1

usually moves slowly.

Not characteristic

13. Child is very energetic.

1

2

3

4

strangers.

15. Child gets upset easily.

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

more active ones.

18. When alone, child feels isolated.

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1
Not characteristic
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5
Very characteristic

2

3

4

5
Very characteristic

2

3

4

Not characteristic
20. Child is very friendly with strangers.

5
Very characteristic

Not characteristic
19. Child reacts intensely when upset.

5
Very characteristic

Not characteristic

1

5
Very characteristic

Not characteristic
17. Child prefers quiet, inactive games to

5
Very characteristic

Not characteristic
16. Child is something of a loner.

5
Very characteristic

Not characteristic

1

5
Very characteristic

Not characteristic
14. Child takes a long time to warm up to

5
Very characteristic

Not characteristic
12. When child moves about, she/he

5

5
Very characteristic

2

3

4

5
Very characteristic

Parenting Daily Hassles Scale (Crnic & Greenberg, 1990)
The statements below describe a lot of events that routinely occur in families with children.
These events sometimes make life difficult. Please read each item and circle how often it
happens to you (rarely, sometimes, a lot, or constantly) and then circle how much of a
‘hassle’ you feel that it has been for you FOR THE PAST 6 MONTHS. If you have more
than one child, these events can include any or all of your children.

Event
1. Continually cleaning up messes of toys or food
2. Being nagged, whined at, complained to
3. Meal-time difficulties with picky eaters,
complaining etc.
4. The kids won’t listen or do what they are
asked without being nagged
5. Baby-sitters are hard to find
6. The kids schedules )
like pre-school or other activities) interfere
with meeting your own household needs
7. Sibling arguments or fights require a ‘referee’
8. The kids schedules
(like pre-school or other activities) interfere
with meeting your own household needs
9. The kids demand that you entertain them
or play with them
10. The kids are constantly underfoot,
interfering with other chores
11. The need to keep a constant eye on
where the kids are and what they are doing
12. The kids interrupt adult conversations
or interactions
13. Having to change your plans because of
unprecedented child needs
14. The kids get dirty several times a day
requiring changes of clothing
15. Difficulties in getting privacy
(eg. In the bathroom)
16. The kids are hard to manage in public
(grocery store, shopping center, restaurant)
17. Difficulties in getting kids ready for outings
and leaving on time
18. Difficulties in leaving kids for a night out
or at school or day care
19. The kids have difficulties with friends
(eg. Fighting, trouble, getting along,
or no friends available)
20. Having to run extra errands to meet the
kids needs

How Often It Happens
Hassle (low to High)
Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5
Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5

Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5
Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5
Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5

Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5
Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5

Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5
Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5
Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5
Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5
Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5
Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5
Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5
Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5
Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5
Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5
Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5

Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5
Rarely Sometimes A lot Constantly 1 2 3 4 5
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Open-ended Questions
The seven open-ended questions that were asked were;
(1) What made you decide to care for the kinship care child(ren)?
(2) Since becoming a kinship care provider, what are you most concerned about?
(3) What is the best thing about being a kinship care provider?
4) What is the worst thing about being a kinship care provider?
(5) What is most difficult about caring for the child you have identified?
(6) What is the best thing about caring for the child you have identified?
(7) What else would you like to share that you think is important for others to know about
your experience of being a kinship care provider?
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